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ABSTRACT 
We model the vertical structure and emergent spectra of accretion discs using the 
a-viscosity and thin-disc approximations. The results are applied to the study of 
accretion discs in two classes of semi-detached compact binaries: 
• black hole soft X-ray transients, i.e., low-mass X-ray binaries with black hole 
accretors which are believed to be subject to thermal accretion disc instabil-
ities. Using a bi-grey disc model, we study the effect of X-ray irradiation on 
disc stability and compare the results to observed soft X-ray transient data. 
The common assumption that such X-rays are totally absorbed by the disc 
is not supported by our results: indeed we show that irradiation can result 
in the disc ·becoming optically-thin to X-rays. 
• the ultra-compact AM Canum Venaticorum (AM CVn) systems, which are 
hydrogen-depleted cataclysmic variables. Modelled vertical disc structures 
are used to calculate emergent optical spectra, which are then fitted - via 
a x2-minimisation technique - to observed data in order to estimate disc 
parameters. We find good agreement with the observed properties of some 
AM CVn systems. 
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Chapter 1 
Thesis Aims, Approach and 
Structure 
1.1 Aims and Approach 
The aim of this work is to develop a numerical model of the vertical structure and 
spectra of accretion discs in interacting low-mass close binary star systems, and 
apply the model to 
• low-mass X-ray binary systems in order to investigate the effects of X-ray 
irradiation on the thermal stability of the disc , and 
• to fit model disc spectra to observed optical spectra for three AM CVn 
cataclysmic variable systems - AM Canum Venaticorum, CR Bootis and 
EC15330-14 - in order to estimate disc parameters . 
The model describes the steady-state behaviour of accretion discs , and takes 
as inputs parameters such as mass-transfer rate, mass and radius of the accretor , 
inclination angle and maximum radius of the disc , as well as gas composition and 
viscosity parameter. The outputs are vertical profiles of temperature, pressure 
and density at points in a grid of disc radii , together with the emergent spectrum 
integrated over all the grid points. It is based on Shaviv and Wehrse 's two-stream 
grey atmosphere model (Shaviv and Wehrse 1986, Wehrse et al. 1994) , with minor 
1 
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modifications when applied to the modelling of AM CVn systems. Significant 
developments to their model are made in the treatment of X-ray irradiation of the 
disc through the use of a self-consistent bi-grey approximation. A finite-difference 
initial-value solver for algebraic-differential equations developed by Brenan et al. 
(1989) is used to determine the vertical disc structure as a boundary-value problem, 
with disc thickness and X-ray optical depth as possible eigenvalues. 
1.2 Structure 
The thesis is organised with an introductory section giving the background to 
interacting low-mass close binaries, followed by three chapters which consist of 
journal papers either published or submitted for publication. The final chapter 
comprises suggestions for future work to improve and apply the model. In more 
detail the layout is as follows: 
• Chapter 2 firstly categorises low-mass close binaries , concentrating on cata-
clysmic variables and low-mass X-ray binaries which are the subject of this 
work. Basic physical concepts for interacting close binaries are then discussed 
which leads into consideration of evolutionary models for such systems. This 
introduction, which is a review of current knowledge, contains no original 
contributions but sets the framework for the subsequent three chapters which 
do. 
• Chapter 3 is a version of the paper published with Professor D.T. Wickramas-
inghe in volume 303 of Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society. 
The chapter corrects some misprints in the original paper and incorporates 
some more detail on the methodology of the numerical model. The abstract 
is as follows: 
It has recently been suggested that the thermal stability of ac-
cretion discs in the high M regime may be influenced by X-rays 
that irradiate the disc. We investigate this problem by calculat-
ing the vertical structure of externally X-ray irradiated accretion 
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discs using a two-stream bi-grey approximation for radiative trans-
fer. The effects of X-ray heating depend on the hardness of the 
incident X-ray spectrum, and the magnitude of the X-ray flux rel-
ative to the viscously-generated flux. For heating by soft X-rays, a 
temperature inversion occurs in the upper atmosphere of the disc 
when X-ray heating dominates. For heating by hard X-rays, no 
significant X-ray inversion occurs. In general, the S-curves become 
increasingly distorted as the irradiation flux increases. The location 
of the upper critical point of the S-curve, and the corresponding 
critical mass-transfer rate above which the disc is thermally stable, 
is significantly reduced if the heating is predominantly by soft X-
rays. Our results are used to discuss the stability of accretion discs 
in black hole soft X-ray transients: in particular, we show that 
they lie below the X-ray irradiated instability lines and that one of 
them, G RO 1655-40, is in the regime where the disc instability is 
first triggered close to the outer edge of the disc. 
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• Chapter 4 is a version of a paper submitted for publication with Professor 
D. T. Wickramasinghe to Astronomy €3 Astrophysics. The abstract is as fol-
lows: 
Using a model of the vertical structure of accretion discs, we cal-
culate disc spectra across a range of system parameters for the 
helium-rich AM CVn cataclysmic variables, and investigate ther-
mal instabilities in their discs. 
Applying a x2-minimisation technique, predicted HeI and HI con-
tinuum and line profiles are compared with those observed for two 
such systems, AM CVn and CR Boo, to estimate several system 
parameters. We find: 
mean accretor masses close to, but somewhat higher than, the 
0. 7 - 0.8M8 range predicted by present population synthesis 
studies; 
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typical helium-to-hydrogen number density ratios of 102 - 104, 
consistent with a helium-degenerate donor surrounded by a 
helium-rich envelope; and 
mass-transfer rates of about 1017 gs-1 , which may place the 
systems in the region of potential disc instability. 
S-curves calculated for the best-fit models are consistent with a 
thermally-stable disc in AM CV n , and a thermally unstable disc in 
CR Boo. 
4 
• Chapter 5 is a version of a paper submitted for publication with Dr S. Vennes 
and Professor D.T. Wickramasinghe to Astronomy & Astrophysics. The ab-
stract is as follows: 
We attempt to model the observed spectrum of EC15330-1403 by 
applying x2-minimisation techniques to a standard accretion disc 
model. Spectral phases could not be successfully fitted because of 
insufficient signal-to-noise, but the time-averaged observed spec-
trum shows a steeper blue continuum than that predicted for a 
typical helium-rich accretion disc. The reason, we believe, is a 
significant external source such as the accreting white dwarf, the 
disc/ accretor boundary layer or the bright spot in the disc 's outer 
region. 
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Chapter 2 
Introduction to Interacting Low-
Mass Close Binaries 
This chapter begins by categorising low-mass close binaries , concentrating on 
cataclysmic variables ( CV s) and low-mass X-ray binaries (LMXBs) which are the 
subject of this work. Then basic physical concepts for interacting close binaries are 
discussed , which leads into consideration of evolutionary models for such systems. 
2.1 Categories of Low-Mass Close Binaries 
Low-mass close binaries comprise CV s, LMXBs and binary radio pulsars , all of 
which contain at least one component which is a compact star , i.e. , a white dwarf, 
a neutron star or a black hole. CV s are examples of semi-detached close binary 
systems, in which the compact star - in this case a white dwarf - accretes mass 
via an accretion disc from a low-mass donor star. For most CV s this low-mass 
donor is either an M or K dwarf, but at a late evolutionary stage it could be 
a helium-rich star. LMXBs are similar to CVs but the compact accreting star 
is either a neutron star or a black hole. Binary radio pulsars - comprising a 
neutron star and a white dwarf - are examples of detached close binary systems , 
which have no mass transfer between component stars. Semi-detached systems 
are examples of interacting binaries; contact binary systems - where the two 
component stars share a common envelope - are also examples of interacting 
6 
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binary systems. Interacting low-mass close binaries have been the subject of much 
interest in recent years, as an understanding of them should unravel much of the 
mystery surrounding their evolution and may give insights into the structure of 
Active Galactic Nuclei. 
Observational data indicate that, for both CVs and LMXBs, the mass M2 of 
the donor ( or secondary) star is both less than the mass M1 of the accretor ( or 
primary) and less than a few solar masses. Note that we follow the convention that 
subscript '1' always refers to the mass-accretor, while subscript '2' always refers to 
the mass-donor star. Hence, during the evolution of a binary system, a particular 
component star will have different subscripts if it changes from an accretor to a 
donor or vice versa. 
2.1.1 Cataclysmic Variables 
Cataclysmic variables are characterised by their eruptive behaviour which is fed 
by mass transfer between the two components. The present family of CV s consists 
of classical novae, dwarf novae, recurrent novae, nova-like variables and helium-
rich CVs ( the latter not usually classified separately). Their properties can be 
summarised as follows - for more detail see Warner (1995a). 
• Classical novae are CV s for which only one eruption has been observed. These 
eruptions seem to be successfully modelled as thermonuclear runaways of 
accreted hydrogen-rich matter on the surface of the white dwarf primary 
(Giannone & Weigert 1967, Starrfield 1989). 
• Dwarf novae are perhaps the most interesting members of the CV family, since 
their varied characteristics permit study of many accretion-related phenom-
ena. It is now generally accepted (e.g., Livio 1994) that dwarf nova outbursts 
are triggered by thermal, or thermal plus tidal, instabilities in the accretion 
disc. To-date there are three subtypes of dwarf novae: 
Z Cam systems which exhibit decreases from maximum brightness by 
about 0. 7 mag for extended periods of time. 
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SU UMa systems are well-known for their regular outbursts, on which are 
superimposed occasional superoutbursts. These superoutbursts exceed 
the maximum brightness of a normal outburst by about 0. 7 mag for 
durations 5-10 longer than normal outbursts (Warner 1995a). High-
speed photometry of SU UMa systems also discloses superhumps, which 
are brightness excursions typically lasting from the time of maximum 
superoutburst intensity to its end. They have a triangular profile of 0.3-
0.4 mag amplitude, independent of inclination angle, with periodicity 
3% longer than the system's orbital period. The tidal resonance model, 
in which a precessing elliptical ring of higher density gas in the outer 
disc region causes superhumps, is the commonly-accepted explanation 
(Whitehurst 1988ab, Whitehurst & King 1991 ). 
U Gem systems include the rest of the family of CVs whose character-
istics match neither those of Z Cam nor those of SU UMa systems. 
• Recurrent novae are previously recognised classical novae which are observed 
to repeat their thermonuclear eruptions. 
• Nova-like variables are relatively stable members of the class of CV s which 
are believed to be either in a post-eruption or pre-eruption stage of long 
duration. Also some may be Z Cam systems in a longer brightness standstill 
than the current observational baseline (Warner 1995a). 
• Magnetic CV s include the subclasses polars - also known as AM Her sys-
tems - which exhibit strong magnetic fields, and intermediate polars - also 
known as DQ Her systems - with weaker magnetic fields. In these systems , 
magnetic fields significantly disrupt or distort the accretion process (Wickra-
masinghe 1988). 
• Helium-rich CV s are hydrogen-depleted systems. Within this class we only 
consider AM CVn systems, which are helium-rich binaries with extremely 
short orbital periods ("' 18 mins ). Presently only six such systems are known, 
and they are believed to comprise a white dwarf accretor and a helium-rich 
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degenerate, or semi-degenerate, companion. Some exhibit thermal instabil-
ities similar to those of dwarf novae. The difficulty in understanding the 
nature of these objects stems from the fact that they exhibit multi-periodic 
modulations in their light curves, which disguise their binary nature. For 
this reason, the first ones discovered were originally believed to be single 
DB white dwarfs, until signatures of accretion phenomena were subsequently 
noted (Warner 1995ab, O'Donoghue et al. 1994). The investigations re-
ported here tend to confirm that these systems are indeed helium-rich CV s 
with helium-degenerate donors. 
2.1.2 Low-Mass X-ray Binaries 
X-ray binaries are systems with a neutron star or a black hole accretor, and are 
the brightest X-ray sources in the sky. They are divided into two main categories 
depending on donor mass: those with M2 greater than a few solar masses are known 
as high-mass X-ray binaries, and the others as low-mass X-ray binaries. Accretion 
in the high-mass variety is believed to be due to wind from the massive donor, 
and is mostly spherical. In this case, the donor dominates the optical spectrum, 
and its bolometric luminosity is much greater than the X-ray luminosity due to 
accretion from the inner disc region. On the other hand, the optical spectrum of 
LMXBs is dominated by accretion disc luminosity, and is significantly enhanced 
by reprocessed X-rays - i.e., X-rays emitted by the inner regions of the disc but 
absorbed and reprocessed in the outer regions. 
Many LMXBs - termed soft X-ray transients (SXTs) - exhibit variations 
in brightness similar to those observed in some CV s, except that their timescales 
are much longer (e.g., months and years compared to days and weeks). Those 
LMXBs that do not display such variations of brightness are termed persistent. It 
is presently accepted wisdom (van Paradijs 1996, King & Ritter 1998) that the 
brightness variations in SXTs are caused by thermal disc instabilities similar to 
those in dwarf novae: timescale differences are most likely caused by gravitational 
field differences and effects due to X-ray heating of the disc. It is also speculated 
(King et al. 1996, King et al. 1997) that X-ray irradiation effects are greater for 
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neutron star than for black hole accretors - because of the event horizon associated 
with black holes - in which case thermal disc instabilities may be more likely for 
black hole accretors. The investigations into X-ray heating of the disc reported 
here may shed some light on this issue. 
2.2 Basic concepts 
For interacting binaries at any era in their history, the key behavioural determinants 
are mass transfer, stellar timescales and angular momentum losses. We briefly 
summarise these basic concepts below (see Warner (1995a) or Frank et al. (1992) 
and references therein, for more comprehensive accounts). 
2.2.1 Mass Transfer 
In an interacting binary system, mass transfer from donor to accretor occurs when 
the surface of the donor approaches its Roche equipotential surface (i.e., its Roche 
lobe), causing stellar material to flow from the donor through the Lagrangian L1 
point to an accretion disc within the accretor's Roche lobe. 
If q is the donor-to-accretor mass ratio M2 / M 1 and a is the binary separation, 
then a good fit to the volume radius RL2 of the donor's Roche lobe - i.e., the 
radius of a sphere with the same volume as that enclosed by the donor's Roche 
lobe - is (Eggleton 1983) 
0.49q2/3 
RL2 == a 0.6q2/3 + ln(l + ql/3) : 0:::; q:::; 00 (2.1) 
or (Paczyriski 1971) 
1/3 
RL2 = 0.462a ( 1 ! q) : 0 :Sq :S 0.8. (2.2) 
With donor radius R2 , the condition for mass transfer via Roche lobe overflow is 
RL2 == R2 which, for donors on the lower main sequence where to a good approxi-
mation ( e.g., Kippenhahn & Weigert 1990) 
R2 
R0 
M2 
--- ' 
M0 
(2.3) 
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may be expressed as 
(R0) M2 . RL2 == M0 (2.4) 
From this, a useful relationship between orbital period Porb and donor mass M2 
may be derived when q < 0.8 by using (2.2) and Newton's generalisation of Kepler's 
third law 
41r2a3 
P}rb = G(M1 + M2) (2.5) 
to give 
21r ( R8 ) 
3
1
2 
( M2 ) ( M2 ) 
Porb ~ ~ 0.462 MG == 8.9 MG hrs. (2.6) 
The accretion process releases energy which contributes to the luminosity of 
the binary system. For a steady-state disc, assuming that matter spirals down to 
the accretor in essentially Keplerian circular orbits, the binding energy per unit 
accreting mass at radius R from the accretor is the sum of gravitational potential 
energy and kinetic energy, i.e., -GMi/2R. In spiralling down to the accretor from 
the L1 point, energy equal to G M1M /2R1 per second is therefore dissipated from 
the accretion disc, where M is the disc's mass-transfer rate and R 1 is the radius 
of the accretor. For both CV s and LMXBs the accretion disc is by far the most 
significant contributor to system luminosity. But in the process of accretion onto 
the surface of the accretor, an additional amount of energy equal to G M1 /2R1 per 
unit accreting mass is given up to the accretor, which contributes to the accretor's 
1 uminosi ty. 
According to convention (Kippenhahn & Weigert 1967), mass transfer when the 
donor is on the main sequence is called Case A. If the donor is on its first ascent 
of the giant branch - i.e., with shell-hydrogen-burning before core helium ignition 
- then it is termed Case B mass transfer: if the donor is on the second ascent of 
the giant branch - i.e., with shell-helium-burning before core carbon ignition -
then it is termed Case C. 
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2.2.2 Timescales 
Three basic timescales - namely dynamical, thermal and nuclear - are important 
in determining the structure and evolution of a star. In an interacting binary system 
the same timescales describe the response of both the donor to mass loss and of 
the accretor to mass accretion. 
As mass is removed, the donor firstly adjusts adiabatically on a dynamical 
timescale in order to achieve hydrostatic equilibrium, and the star tends to either 
expand, if its envelope is convective, or else contract if its envelope is radiative. 
The dynamical timescale of a star of mass M2 and radius R2 can be estimated by 
the free-fall timescale: 
Tdyn ~ rn _, 1 '- 11 / ? ~ 5.1 X 10-s (M0 )1/2 ( R2 )3/2 M2 R yrs , 
8 
(2.7) 
where < pd > is the mean star density and G is the gravitational constant. Typical 
values for main sequence stars range from 1.2 x 10-4 yrs (i.e. , rv 1 hr) for M 2 == 
10M8, to 6.3 x 10-6 yrs (i.e. , rv 3 mins) for M2 == O.lM0 . 
The consequent expansion or contraction cause changes in core temperature 
and density, which in turn affects the nuclear burning needed to resupply radiative 
diffusion or convection of heat to the outer stellar layers. Hence the initial adiabatic 
changes put the star out of thermal equilibrium, and result in secondary structural 
changes in order to· re-balance the stellar energy budget and restore thermal equi-
librium. This process is characterised by the thermal timescale - the time taken 
by the star to achieve thermal equilibrium - which , for a star of luminosity L2 , is 
estimated by the ratio of thermal energy content to stellar luminosity: 
rv GMi,/R2 rv 31 107 (M2)2 R0 L0 
T t h rv L rv . X M R L yrs. 
2 8 2 2 
(2.8) 
Typical values for main sequence stars range from 1.4 x 105 yrs for M2 == 10M8 to 
2.8 x 109 yrs for M2 == O.lM0 . 
The third timescale, usually the longest , is the nuclear timescale: as the chem-
ical composition inside the star changes there is a succession of nuclear burning 
cycles on nuclear timescales. The transition from one such cycle to the next is 
usually separated by an overall expansion of the star, preceded by short periods 
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of contraction as the next burning cycle is ignited in the stellar core. The nuclear 
timescale for hydrogen-burning on the main sequence is 
MH2EN 10 M2 L0 
Tnuc ~ L ~ 10 M -L yrs 
2 8 2 
(2.9) 
where MH2 is the mass of hydrogen consumed in the donor's core and EN is the 
specific energy released by hydrogen burning. Typical values for main sequence 
stars range from 1.7 x 107 yrs for M2 = 10M8 to 1012 yrs for M2 = 0.1M8 . 
For interacting binary systems there is an additional timescale which is crucial 
in understanding their behaviour, the donor's mass-loss timescale 
M2 8 ( M 2) (10
17
) TM~-.-~ 6.3 x 10 - -.- yrs. 
M2 M0 M2 
(2.10) 
Typical values, based on mass-transfer rates inferred from observations, in CVs 
and LMXBs with 0.7 - 6.0 hrs orbital periods (corresponding to a 0.1 - 0.7M8 
donor mass range according to (2.6) ) lie in the interval 107 - 1012 yrs. 
The details of binary evolution are determined by the relative importance of the 
mass-loss timescale with respect to the dynamical, thermal and nuclear timescales. 
For example (Webbink 1979), if TM « Tnv.c then the donor's core mass should be 
very close to that of the donor's progenitor at the start of mass transfer. On the 
other hand, if mass transfer occurs over timescales longer than Tth, then the star will 
generally continue to evolve, and core mass increase, until the system is detached. 
2.2.3 Angular Momentum Losses 
The orbital angular momentum J of a binary system is given by 
12 = GMf M:f a 
(M1 + M2) 
and so the rate of change of binary separation a is given by 
. . . 
~ = 2!_ _ 1 + 2q M1 _ 2 + q M2 
a J l + q M1 1 + q M2 
which, assuming conservation of mass (i.e., M1 = -M2 ), becomes 
. . 
a J M2 
-=2-+2(q-1)-. 
a J M2 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
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As M.2 < 0, this shows that in the absence of orbital angular momentum losses (i.e., 
j == 0), mass transfer from the donor will cause binary separation to always decrease 
if q > l, and to always increase if q < l. We have previously noted that M 2 < M1 
- i.e., q < l - for both CVs and LMXBs so, for these systems, if both mass and 
angular momentum are conserved, then binary separation must increase. However, 
this is contrary to what is observed, and therefore orbital angular momentum loss 
must play an important role in the evolution of CV s and LMXBs. 
Apart from cataclysmic events, the most important mechanisms for orbital 
angular momentum loss in low-mass close binaries are believed to be gravitational 
radiation and magnetic braking via a magnetised wind from the donor. 
Gravitational Radiation 
From Einstein's quadrupole formula, the rate of angular momentum loss from grav-
itational radiation dissipat.ion is (Landau & Lifshitz 1958) 
JGR 
J 
32 G3 M1M2(M1 + M2) 
5 c5 a4 
where c is the speed of light. Using (2.5) this may be written as 
(2.14) 
· 1/3 
JGR == -1.3 X 10_8 po~~/3(hr) ( M1) ( M2) ( M1 + M2 )- yr-1. (2.lS) 
J M0 M0 M0 M0 
Magnetic Braking 
Angular momentum losses due to magnetic braking only exist in systems with a 
magnetic donor star. If such stars are rotating, and also have an ionised stellar 
wind, then the motion of the plasma in the wind is affected by that magnetic 
field. In fact, out to a transition distance - the Alfven radius - where kinetic 
and magnetic energy densities are equal, the plasma is constrained to corotate 
with the star, but beyond the Alfven radius the wind drags the field lines with it: 
typically (van den Heuvel 1994) the Alfven radius is 5 - 10 stellar radii or more. 
An important consequence of this magnetically-coupled stellar wind is that matter 
leaves the surface of the star with angular momentum per unit mass corresponding 
to the Alfven, rather than stellar, radius. Therefore, the magnetic field enhances 
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the star's spin angular momentum loss, although the corresponding mass loss is 
negligible, being of order 10-13 M8 yr-1 (van den Heuvel 1994). 
It is believed that donor stars in close binaries lose spin angular momentum via 
this magnetic braking effect and, because of the tidal spin-orbit interaction which 
tends to keep the component stars always presenting the same face to each other, 
this translates to orbital angular momentum losses. Models of magnetic braking 
frequently use the empirical finding (Skumanich 1972) that the equatorial velocity 
of G dwarfs decays with time as r 1/ 2 from which, assuming that this relationship 
holds for synchronously rotating close binary donor stars, it can be shown (Verbunt 
& Zwaan 1981) that 
. -29 -2 2 4 ( 271" ) 3 J MB = -5 x 10 f MBkRM2R2 -- dyne cm 
P orb 
(2.16) 
where kR is the star's radius of gyration (k1 ~ 0.1 for lower main sequence stars) 
and f MB is a parameter of order unity. Hence, using (2.5) and (2.11) 
JMB = -5 10-291-2 k2 G(M1 + M2)2 R4 -1 
J x MB R M1as 2 sec (2.17) 
-9 1 x 10-s J-;;!k! ( R2) 4 ( M1 M2 ) 113 ( M1 )-1 
· 10/3 R + -
Porb (hr) 8 M0 M0 M0 
yr-1 . (2.18) 
Although the mechanisms behind stellar magnetic fields are not well under-
stood, it is believed that differential rotation between convective and radiative 
stellar layers is the most likely dynamo. If this is the case, then stars of mass less 
than about 0.3M8 would not be expected to have magnetic fields , since they are 
fully-convective. 
The relationship between j and M 
The relative importance of magnetic braking and gravitational radiation in deter-
mining orbital behaviour for low-mass close binaries may be seen by assuming the 
mass-radius, and consequent period-mass, relationships (2.3) and (2.6) for lower 
main sequence donors with q < 0.8. In that case, from (2.15) and (2.18) 
.MB = 1.6 X 103 J;:;!k! M1 + M2 M2 M1 j ( ) 2/3 ( ) 7 /3 ( )-1 
JGR M0 M0 M0 M0 
(2.19) 
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Typically for CVs Mi/MG~ 1, JMB ~ 1 and k! ~ 0.1 and so 
.MB == 160 1 + _2 _2 j ( M )2/3 (M )7/3 
JGR MG MG 
(2.20) 
and it is clear that magentic braking is dominant provided M2/ MG exceeds about 
0.1, i.e., for periods greater that about 1 hr. But the question arises as to how well 
these models of orbital angular momentum loss accord with mass-transfer rates 
deduced from observational data. For quasi-steady-state mass transfer between 
binary components - a typical scenario during later stages of low-mass close binary 
evolution - the effect of angular momentum losses on mass-transfer rate can be 
established as follows. 
The R2 == RL2 condition for quasi-steady-state mass transfer from the donor's 
Roche lobe, assuming mass conservation with (2.1), becomes 
R2(M2, t) == RL2(M2, a) (2.21) 
where nuclear and thermal evolution of the donor account for the explicit depen-
dence of R2 on time t. Therefore 
d d 
dt·{lnR2(M2,t)} == dt {lnRL2 (M2 ,a)} (2.22) 
which, using (2.12), may be expressed as 
Nh M2 j 
ls M2 + (R == lJ M2 + 27 (2.23) 
where, for entropy S 
8 ln R2 I == ls 
8lnM2 s 
(2.24) 
is the donor's adiabatic (here equivalent to 'instantaneous' or 'within dynamical 
timescales') radius-mass coefficient, 
81n R2 I == (R 
8t M2 
(2.25) 
is the change in donor's radius due to nuclear and thermal evolution only, and 
8 ln R £21 == ~ J 
81nM2 J 
(2.26) 
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depends only on M1 and M2 • Hence, for quasi-steady-state conditions 
2i M2 
7-(R==(~s-~1)M2 
17 
(2.27) 
and, as l(RI « 2lj/JI together with (~5 -~1 ) f'..I 1 for typical low-mass close binary 
configurations (D 'Antona et al. 1989) , we can say 
J M2 
J f'..I M2· (2.28) 
From observations of CV s and LMXBs, we find that for orbital periods between 
3.0 hrs and 1 day the inferred mass-transfer rates - 10-8 to 10-11 M8 yr-1 - tend 
to be larger than those - 10-10 to 10-11 M8 yr- 1 - for systems with periods in the 
range 2.0-0. 7 hr. These estimates fit well with (2.28) if orbital angular momentum 
losses from magnetic braking per (2.18) dominate in longer period systems, and 
only gravitational radiation losses per (2.15) apply to the shorter period ones. 
So, in general terms, observational data supports the models of orbital angular 
momentum loss. However, the predicted 1 hr orbital period for transition from 
one loss mechanism to the other does not accord with puzzling observational data 
pertaining to periods in the 2 - 3 hrs interval. 
The period gap 
The number of CV s or LMXBs with orbital periods in the range 2.2 - 2.8 hrs 
is significantly less than the number outside this range. In the case of LMXBs, 
this period gap appears to extend down to 1 hr (White et al. 1995), but the 
interpretation of observed number densities of LMXBs in terms of a period gap 
has been questioned (King 1998). The most popular explanation for the period 
gap hypothesises a sharp reduction in angular momentum loss due to magnetic 
braking as the period decreases to about 3 hrs, when the donor tends to become 
fully-convective and non-magnetic. Now low-mass donors with Porb ::; 6 hrs have 
significant convective envelopes which swell adiabatically for mass loss at timescales 
less than the envelope's thermal relaxation time: so any sharp reduction in j / J -
and hence, via (2.28), in M2 / M2 - when Porb ~ 3 hrs, causes the donor to shrink 
within its Roche lobe and cease mass transfer. Eventually, as the orbit decays from 
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gravitational radiation and Porb ~ 2 hrs, the binary components get close enough 
to restart mass transfer on gravitational-radiation timescales per (2.28). 
However, while plausible, this model is not entirely satisfactory: in particular 
the basis on which it rests - the stellar dynamo mechanism - is not understood, 
let alone why there should be an abrupt transition when Porb ~ 3 hrs. Interestingly, 
Pylyser & Savonije (1988b) observe that the commonly accepted explanation of a 
transition to a fully-convective star at Porb ~ 3 hrs holds for most low-mass donors 
except highly-evolved ones, which seem to become fully-convective when Porb ~ 2 
hrs. As LMXBs are believed to have more highly-evolved donor stars ( see below), 
this may help resolve questions about the period gap for LMXBs raised in King 
(1998). 
The period minimum 
Apart from a period gap, the observed period distribution of low-mass close bina-
ries with hydrogen-burning donors also shows evidence of a minimum period - i.e., 
a scarcity of systems with Porb < 40 mins (Pylyser & Savonije 1988b). This is well-
explained ( e.g., Paczyriski & Sienkiewicz 1981, Rappaport et al. 1982, Paczyriski & 
Sienkiewicz 1983, Savonije et al. 1986, Pylyser & Savonije 1988b) by noting that, 
with orbital decay from gravitational radiation for Porb ~ 2 hrs, eventually the 
donor's convective envelopes will swell adiabatically when the envelope's thermal 
timescale exceeds that of angular momentum losses due to gravitational radiation. 
Moreover, this expansion will tend to extinguish nuclear burning in the low-mass 
donor, making it move to a semi or fully-degenerate state and therefore liable to 
expand further with mass loss. Under these circumstances, it is evident from (2.13) 
that the consequent rapid increase in mass-transfer rate will ultimately dominate 
the rate of angular momentum loss and cause binary separation - and therefore 
Porb - to increase. Hence the binary experiences a period minimum, and subse-
quently continues to expand under mass loss driven by gravitational radiation. 
The actual minimum orbital period depends on donor mass and evolutionary 
state. Evolutionary studies by Pylyser & Savonije (1988b) conclude that hydrogen-
burning systems with relatively unevolved donors (i.e., core hydrogen abundances 
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Xe == 0.6 - 0. 7) at commencement of mass transfer typically experience a minimum 
period near 80 mins, which is halved for evolved systems (i.e. , Xe == 0.1 - 0.3). 
Savonije et al. (1986) modelled a close binary with an even more evolved 0.6M8 core 
helium-burning donor commencing mass transfer to a l.3M8 compact companion. 
Compared to hydrogen-burning donors of the same mass , such donors have much 
reduced radii (typically by a factor of 0.25) , Roche lobe and orbital separation, 
and hence experience higher mass-transfer rates. It was found that gravitational 
radiation caused the orbit to decay to a minimum period of 10.6 mins , when donor 
mass shrank to about 0.2M8 , after which binary separation increased with the 
donor remaining semi-degenerate for a significant part of its further evolution. 
2.3 Evolution 
We now review current theories on the evolution of low-mass close binaries. There 
seems to be a consensus view on evolutionary processes for CV s that have main 
sequence donors , but much work remains to be done before there is a similar con-
sensus on the evolution of LMXBs and helium-rich CVs such as AM CVn systems. 
From the fact that all low-mass close binaries have a compact component star , 
we can reasonably deduce that the progenitor binary system contained a star which 
evolved off the main sequence. For example, accretors in CVs tend to have masses 
in the range 0.5 - l.2M8 , and are believed to be C-0 or 0-Ne-Mg white dwarfs 
(van den Heuvel 1994). This strongly suggests their progenitor stars evolved to 
the shell-helium-burning giant branch with an initial mass between 3 - 10M8 and, 
while on that branch, they somehow lost their envelope to expose the white dwarf 
core. Chemically homogeneous stars seem to offer the only alternative route to 
a white dwarf without the necessity of evolution to the giant branch, but they 
require a much more efficient mixing mechanism than currently predicted by stellar 
evolutionary theory. 
Assuming evolution to the shell-helium-burning giant branch, stellar evolution-
ary theory predicts that the radius of the compact star progenitor must have been 
between 28R0 ( corresponding to 3M8 at the base of the branch) and 50R8 ( corre-
sponding to 10M8 ). Further assuming that it was also the more massive component 
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in a binary system, and that Case C mass transfer through its L1 point initiated 
processes leading to loss of its envelope, use of the Roche lobe equation (2.1) in the 
limit as q ---+ oo, shows that the binary separation in that progenitor system was 
at least 34R0 . But binary separations for CV s observed at the present epoch are 
typically 0.5 - 2.4R0 , so it is clear that some mass transfer during CV evolution is 
far from conservative because significant mass and angular momentum must have 
been lost from the system. 
We use this example of a typical progenitor system for low-mass close binaries 
to explain below likely mechanisms for three evolutionary stages to reach present 
configurations. Against this background, we then briefly survey evolutionary paths 
for the two low-mass close binary systems of interest here; namely AM CV n systems 
and LXMBs. 
2.3.1 Initial Roche Lobe Overflow 
The scenario under consideration has a binary with one 3 - 10M0 component 
reaching the shell-helium-burning giant branch, together with a companion of lesser 
mass still on the main sequence. On that giant branch, stellar envelopes expand 
dramatically, so the 3 - 10M0 component will eventually begin to overflow its 
Roche lobe and become a Case C mass donor for the system. 
We know from (2.1) and (2.13) that, assuming conservation of mass within the 
binary system 
and 
0.49q2/3 
R - a--------
L2 - 0.6q2/3 + ln(l + ql/3) 
. . 
a J M2 
; == 27 + 2(q - l)-M2. 
Hence, noting that with conservation of mass 
q M2 
- == (1 + q)-, 
q M2 
we have 
RL2 == 2!_ _ 2 M2 1 _ 1 + q 0.51-tq113 - n 1 + q J • • • { ( 
1
1
3 
1 ( ' 1/3\)} 
RL2 J M2 q + 3 0.6q213 + ln(l + q113 ) 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
(2.31) 
(2.32) 
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and if angular momentum is conserved - i.e., j == 0 - then, as M2 < 0, the Roche 
lobe contracts over time if 
1 _ q + 1 + q (0.5~ -ln(l + ql/3)) 3 0.6q213 + ln(l + ql/3) < 0. (2.33) 
This condition is satisfied for all q > 0. 76 so in the scenario we are examining, pro-
viding M2 > 0. 76M1 , the Roche lobe of the donor on the shell-helium-burning giant 
branch shrinks as mass loss proceeds. But stars on that branch have convective 
envelopes, and it is characteristic of such envelopes to expand with mass loss. In 
this situation, large-scale mass transfer will occur over dynamical timescales and, 
as the Roche lobe continues to shrink while (2.33) holds, runaway mass transfer 
from the donor's envelope is inevitable. 
The response of the accretor to such high rates of mass transfer is also impor-
tant. Firstly, when the mass-transfer rate exceeds the critical Eddington limit 
where radiation pressure forces from the accretor exceed gravitational forces at 
its surface, then the accretor accepts no more mass and material from the run-
away donor remains circulating in the accretor's Roche lobe. Secondly, while the 
runaway mass-transfer timescale may be greater than the accretor's dynamical 
timescale, its thermal timescale almost certainly will not be. Consequently, the 
accretor will probably not be able to achieve thermal equilibrium and ( van den 
Heuvel 1994) will rapidly expand and begin to resemble a pre-main sequence star 
on the Hayashi track, invariably filling its Roche lobe. 
Therefore, a short time after initial mass transfer commences, the progenitor 
binary system comprises two component stars which fill their respective Roche 
lobes and form a contact binary. Envelope material from the more massive donor 
forms a common envelope within the Roche equipotential surface through either 
the L 2 or L3 Lagrangian points: in some instances, mass and angular momentum 
loss from the system could occur through these outer Lagrangian points. 
2.3.2 The Common Envelope Phase 
The common envelope mechanism for low-mass close binary evolution was origi-
nally suggested by Paczyriski (1976) and Ostriker (1976) after it became clear -
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e.g., see Kruszewski (1966) and Paczyriski (1971) - that there was no reasonable 
evolutionary mechanism which conserved both mass and angular momentum. 
In the early stages of the common envelope phase, with both components fill-
ing their Roche lobe, the increasingly envelope-depleted high-mass donor may be 
viewed as orbiting the low-mass accretor within an ever-burgeoning common en-
velope. The donor therefore experiences a drag force, and consequently dissipates 
orbital binding energy into that common envelope. Hence, during this stage of 
the common envelope phase, binary separation decays while the envelope becomes 
heated, although mass and angular momentum are largely conserved. Numerical 
modelling of this process is difficult (Livio 1994) as it needs to take into account 
three-dimensional hydrodynamic and thermodynamic processes occurring over a 
wide range of length and timescales. But the modelling which has been done ( e.g. , 
Livio & Soker 1988, Taam & Bodenheimer 1989) shows that 
• the timescale of orbital decay is very short, typically of order 100 - 1000 
years, 
• in such timescales, the amount of envelope material captured by the accretor 
is negligible so - from (2.33) - providing the donor's core mass Mc > 
0. 76M1 , the donor will be stripped of its envelope to expose the core, and 
• orbital energy deposited into the common envelope cannot be radiated away, 
because thermal relaxation timescales for the common envelope are much 
greater than the orbital-decay timescale. 
Initially the common envelope is bound to the binary system and has gravita-
tional binding energy -~Eenv· Therefore, the fact that energy from the donor's 
orbital decay passes to the common envelope with high efficiency, suggests the pos-
sibility that the binding energy of the common envelope might become positive. 
The envelope will then be ejected from the binary system and, as detailed mod-
elling shows (e.g., Soker & Livio 1989), mass ejection occurs in a narrow region 
around the orbital plane similar to a planetary nebula and generally occurs by 
the time the period of the embedded binary is less that about a day. The critical 
parameter which determines the final outcome of the common envelope phase is 
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the efficiency factor ~Eenv / ~Eorb, where ~Eorb is the change in orbital binding 
energy between initial and final configurations. It is a reasonable assumption that 
if this efficiency factor becomes equal to one then the common envelope is ejected 
(Webbink 1984): in that case the exposed degenerate core of the high-mass donor 
may become either the white dwarf component of a cataclysmic variable or, if the 
donor is sufficiently massive, it may evolve to become a neutron star or a black 
hole in an LMXB. Applying Monte Carlo techniques, de Kool (1990) studied the 
evolution of a synthesised population of zero-age main sequence binaries, and con-
firmed that an efficiency factor close to one gives a predicted number of planetary 
nebulae incorporating binaries of period less than 1 day, which is in reasonable 
agreement with the observed number. In fact, the observation of a number of 
planetary nebulae with embedded short-period binaries containing either a white 
dwarf or a white dwarf precursor and a low-mass unevolved companion is the best 
evidence in support of the common envelope theory (Ritter 1986). 
We may use the "efficiency factor equal to one" condition to estimate the final 
binary system configuration at the end of the common envelope phase ( e.g., see Ver-
bunt (1993) and references therein). Consider a donor with mass M2 == Mc + Me, 
where Mc and Me are core and envelope masses respectively. The rapidity, and 
hence adiabatic nature of mass transfer from the donor to form the common enve-
lope, means that the initial binding energy of the common envelope is effectively 
the gravitational binding energy of the donor's envelope at the start of Roche lobe 
overflow. Hence the magnitude of the common envelope's gravitational binding 
energy 
~Eenv == GM2Me 
>...R2 (2.34) 
where >... == >...(Me, Mc) is a dimensionless parameter dependent on the donor's en-
velope structure. Furthermore, the change in orbital binding energy of the system 
IS 
~Eorb == (GMcM1 _ GM1M2) 
2a1 2ai 
(2.35) 
where ai and a J are respectively the initial and final star binary separations. The 
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condition for envelope ejection is ~Eenv == ~Eorb, or 
GM2Me == (GMcM1 _ GM1M2) 
AR2 2a1 2ai 
(2.36) 
which can be written as 
a1 Mc ( 2aiMe )-l 
-==- 1+--
ai M2 AR2M1 
(2.37) 
If a 1 < Re + R 1 after the common envelope is expelled, then the accretor and core 
of the donor will merge: otherwise the binary will survive as a detached system. 
2.3.3 The Post-Common Envelope Stage 
After the dramatic and rapid changes of the common envelope phase there is an 
era of relatively slow evolutionary change. A useful way of investigating post-
common envelope evolution is to consider whether or not the detached binary 
system remaining after ejection of the common envelope experiences significant 
orbital angular momentum losses ( e.g., Taam et al. 1980, Pylyser & Savonije 
1988ab). 
As discussed earlier, the dominant angular momentum loss mechanisms for low-
mass close binaries are believed to be magnetic braking and gravitational radiation, 
with magnetic braking being relatively more important at large orbital separations 
and vice versa for small separations. In the aftermath of the common envelope 
phase, if there are no significant angular momentum losses then, ultimately, expan-
sion via nuclear evolution of the non-compact component will initiate mass transfer 
from its Roche lobe. Assuming angular momentum losses remain negligible, then 
from (2.13) and (2.33), 
• binary separation will decrease if q > 1 at a rate determined by the structure 
of the donor and the interplay between, on the one hand, the donor's mass-loss 
timescale and, on the other, its dynamical, thermal and nuclear timescales; 
until 
• when q < 1 binary separation increases and, although the donor's Roche lobe 
will contract while q > 0. 76, eventually mass transfer stops. If the donor 
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depletes its envelope before mass transfer ceases, then its exposed core may 
evolve to a compact object. This q < l case is a possible evolutionary route 
for both wide LMXBs (Webbink et al. 1983) and pulsars (Paczyriski 1983, 
Savonije 1983) . 
Alternatively, if there are significant orbital angular momentum losses after the 
common envelope phase then the binary is captured (Taam et al. 1980, Pylyser 
& Savonije 1988ab ), in which case orbital separation decreases until mass transfer 
is initiated. For any given post-common envelope configuration, whether or not 
a binary is captured depends upon the angular momentum loss mechanism. For 
example, as magnetic braking losses are relatively more important in wide binaries, 
a configuration with large binary separation and only gravitational radiation losses 
may not be captured, but the same configuration with magnetic braking may well 
be. 
For captured systems, the donor's post-common envelope evolutionary path 
depends on its stage of nuclear evolution and hence, noting that more massive 
stars evolve faster, its mass. Following Pylyser & Savonije (1988b) and Tutukov & 
Yungelson (1996), we examine three levels of donor core hydrogen abundance Xe 
at the initiation of mass transfer. 
• The donor star is on the zero-age main sequence with initial Xe 2: 0.6 - 0. 7. 
In this case, studies (Pylyser & Savonije 1988b) show that the mass-loss 
timescale is much shorter than the nuclear timescale of the donor. Conse-
quently, there will be little stellar evolution as the donor loses mass, and it 
evolves down the zero-age main sequence until becoming fully-convective at 
the Hayashi track: there nuclear-burning will tend to be extinguished and 
the donor become fully-degenerate. 
• For more evolved donor stars with Xe == 0.1 - 0.3, it is found that the nuclear 
timescale is comparable or less than the mass-loss timescale. Consequently 
stellar evolution proceeds as the donor loses mass, its core density increases, 
and it leaves the zero-age main sequence to ultimately become, in most cases, 
a degenerate star with hydrogen envelope. 
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• The helium-rich binaries which have even more evolved donors at the com-
mencement of mass transfer ( e.g., Xe rv 0) are examined in population syn-
thesis studies by Tutukov & Yungelson (1996). They demonstrate that there 
are three possible paths for the subsequent evolution of the donor, leading to 
either a helium-degenerate dwarf, a helium-burning non-degenerate star or 
a helium-mantle star with C-0 core. However, selection effects act against 
identifying either of the latter two as donors in a semi-detached system, as 
their intrinsic luminosity dominates that of the binary, leading to them being 
interpreted as singletons. 
2.3.4 AM CVn Evolution 
Faulkner et al. (1972) originally suggested that AM CVn systems were interacting 
white dwarf binaries , in which a low-mass white dwarf donor transfers mass via 
a hydrogen-deficient accretion disc to a white dwarf accretor. The Tutukov & 
Yungelson (1996) studies mentioned above compared birth rates for the three types 
of helium-rich binaries, and found that systems with helium-degenerate donors were 
generated more frequently than the other two types. The results also show that 
the range of orbital periods of systems with helium-degenerate donors overlap with 
that of the observed periods of AM CVn systems. Taking into account that the 
selection effects noted above militate against the other two types being observed 
as AM CVn systems , there seems every reason to suppose that AM CVn binaries 
contain a degenerate helium donor. With this assumption, a possible evolutionary 
path for AM CVn systems is as follows (Tutukov & Yungelson 1996). 
The progenitor of the present white dwarf accretor has a 1.5 - 6M8 mass , and 
experiences Case C Roche lobe overflow in a 60 -1000R8 orbit around the current 
donor 's progenitor - which is less massive, subject to an approximate 2.5M8 
maximum mass. This generates a common envelope and gives birth to a 0.65M8 
C-0 white dwarf - the present accretor. The subsequent detached system starts 
mass transfer , which leads to the current donor 's progenitor experiencing Case B 
Roche lobe overflow and a second common envelope phase. The post-common 
envelope scenario which follows has a binary comprising a C-0 white dwarf and a 
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helium-rich white dwarf: the latter becomes the present donor when orbital angular 
momentum losses from gravitational radiation bring the two close enough for mass 
transfer to commence. 
2.3.5 LMXB Evolution 
If the initial progenitor mass of a low-mass close binary accretor exceeds a value 
somewhere in the 8-10M8 range, then present wisdom (Verbunt & van den Heuvel 
1995) is that evolution to an LXMB is possible. One evolutionary path, parallelling 
evolution in a high-mass singleton, requires completion of several nuclear-burning 
cycles until the progenitor's core is predominantly iron. The core then under-
goes endothermic photo-disintegration and gravitational collapse, which explosively 
ejects the progenitor's envelope in a supernova, and fuses core protons and electrons 
into neutrons. If neutron-degeneracy pressure ultimately dominates gravitational 
forces in the collapse, then the remnant core becomes a neutron star; otherwise, 
for initial progenitor masses exceeding about 40M8 , it becomes a black hole. 
Other evolutionary paths are possible ( see below) but, as most involve a su-
pernova stage, the trick with LMXBs is for the low-mass companion to survive 
that stage and remain a binary component. A simple model suggests under what 
conditions survival may occur. Consider the low-mass companion of mass M2 in 
a circular orbit of radius a around the supernova progenitor of mass M1 ; assume 
an instantaneous supernova explosion, with rapid spherically-symmetric ejection of 
the envelope shell of mass fJ M. In the rest frame of the supernova, just after the 
ejected shell passes the orbit of M2 , the total energy E of the system is the sum of 
kinetic and potential energies which, in the reduced-mass formalism, is 
E == l (M1 - fJM)M2 v;2 _ G(M1 - oM)M2 
2 (M1 - oM + M2) a (2.38) 
where ii; is the corresponding orbital velocity of M2 • But both orbital radius and 
velocity remain unchanged as the high-velocity ejected shell passes the orbit of M2 , 
so 
v;2 == G(M1 + M2) 
a 
(2.39) 
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and, substituting this in (2.38), we find 
E == G(M1 - JM)M2 ( M1 + M2 _ 2). 
2a M1 -JM + M2 
(2.40) 
For the binary to remain a bound system requires E < 0, or 
JM M1 + M2 
< 2 ' (2.41) 
so the binary will not survive if the supernova ejects more than about half the 
initial system mass. 
Therefore, to ensure that the envelope of the compact object's progenitor is 
small at the supernova stage, LMXB evolution scenarios usually rely on signifi-
cant mass-loss mechanisms: stellar winds in high-mass progenitors and common 
envelope episodes are examples. Furthermore, the randomly-directed kick velocity 
imparted to a newborn neutron star by asymmetries during core collapse (Lyne et 
al. 1982), although usually disruptive, is sometimes enlisted to maintain binary 
stability if it is - by coincidence - appropriately-directed. Presently, there are 
four scenarios suggested for the formation of LMXBs, three of which include a 
common envelope phase, and only one which does not involve a supernova. 
Accretion-induced Collapse 
The first scenario postulates that a white dwarf accretor is able to grow sufficiently 
via accretion to cross the 1.4M8 Chandrasekhar limit and collapse to a neutron 
star (Whelan & Iben 1973, Flannery & van den Heuvel 1975, Canal & Schatzman 
1976). With C-0 white dwarfs the collapse would most likely be highly explosive 
but, for 0-Ne-Mg types, electron capture on Ne and Mg isotopes may trigger 
a relatively "quiet" supernova. A major problems for the white dwarf in this 
scenario is balancing accretion rates against periodic nova-like ejection of surface 
material and formation of a red-giant envelope: van den Heuvel et al. (1992) 
argue that only for accretion rates of 1 - 4 x 10-7 M8 yr-1 does nett mass-growth, 
and hence accretion-induced collapse, occur. One way around these problems is 
for binary evolution to generate a white dwarf accretor with mass so close to the 
Chandrasekhar limit that accretion-induced collapse occurs prior to the first nova-
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like reaction on its surface: this would require a white dwarf progenitor mass close 
to the approximately 8M0 lower-limit for neutron star formation. 
The Spiral-in Scenario 
The term "spiral-in" here refers to a common envelope stage in the evolution of 
extreme mass ratio binaries into current X-ray binaries with embedded neutron 
stars or black holes. Such a scenario was originally proposed by Sutantyo (1975) 
in the context of Her X-1, which comprises an X-ray pulsar and a 2M0 A dwarf 
companion. Later van den Heuvel (1983) proposed a spiral-in mechanism to expose 
a helium core with mass greater than 2 - 3M0 from an initially wide binary with 
extreme mass ratio: subsequent core evolution leads to collapse in a supernova 
stage, which forms a neutron star or black hole. Embellishments of this scenario 
may include a second common envelope phase initiated by the neutron star's com-
panion after the supernova, or ( de Kool et al. 1987, Romani 1992) inclusion of 
significant mass loss via stellar winds from high-mass compact star progenitors. 
Triple Star Evolution 
The later evolutionary stages of a high-mass X-ray binary may result in system 
comprising a neutron star ( or perhaps a black hole) accretor plus a high-mass donor 
which swells to become a red giant with a few-solar-mass helium core. If Porb at that 
time is less than about 1 yr, the neutron star dissipates insufficient energy into the 
resulting common envelope for it to be ejected, eventually causing the neutron star 
to merge with the helium core and accrete mass from the surrounding envelope and 
post-merger debris. The resulting quasi-stable Thome-Zytkow object is similar to a 
red supergiant in structure, except for the central accreting neutron star which is a 
significant energy source (Thorne & Zytkow 1977). Like supergiants, these objects 
exhibit strong mass loss by stellar winds, of order 10-6 - 10-5 M 0 yr-1 . Eggleton 
& Verbunt (1986) suggest that if the original high-mass X-ray binary also had 
a low-mass companion in wide orbit around it, then that third component could 
be engulfed in the Thorne-Zytkow object's envelope and then spiral-in towards 
the central neutron star. Subsequently an LXMB would be formed if the wind 
mass-loss rate from the Thorne-Zytkow object, together with the rate of energy 
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dissipation into the envelope during spiral-in, was such as to cause the envelope to 
disappear by the time Porb for the low-mass companion was less than about a day. 
Direct Supernova Evolution 
A fourth scenario, recently proposed by Kalogera (1998), involves a supernova, 
but no prior common envelope, stage during LMXB evolution. The model requires 
that an appropriately-directed kick-velocity is imparted to the neutron star at birth, 
which both keeps the binary bound and decreases orbital separation. A subsequent 
study (Kalogera & Webbink 1998) found that, without the fortuitous intervention of 
natal kick-velocities, any normal evolutionary process for the formation of LMXBs 
with Porb less than about a day via a common envelope and subsequent supernova 
requires a fully-degenerate neutron star progenitor ( e.g., as in accretion-induced 
collapse). Furthermore, it was found that age, stability constraints and magnetic-
braking efficiency largely determine the characteristics of newborn LMXBs. 
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3.1 Introduction 
It is now generally accepted that the dwarf nova outbursts in cataclysmic variables 
( CV s) are triggered by a thermal ( or thermal plus tidal) instability in the accretion 
disc. The characteristics of the light variations exhibited by the different classes 
of CV s can be explained, at least semi-qualitatively, by differences in the mean 
mass-transfer rates M. If, for a given orbital period Parb, M is above a critical 
value Mcrit(Porb), the discs are stable and dwarf nova activity is not seen ( e.g., 
nova-like variables), while if Mtr is somewhat below Mcrit(Porb) the discs tends to 
exhibit dwarf nova outbursts. Some classes of CVs, such as the Z Cam systems, 
appear to have properties in between these two classes, sometimes showing dwarf 
nova outbursts and at other times exhibiting stable behaviour. They tend to have 
mean mass-transfer rates close to the critical value. In very short period CV s, 
Parb < 2 hrs, - e.g., the SU UMa and the ER UMa systems - additional effects 
occur due to tidal resonances which may also influence the structure of the disc and 
its outburst properties, as discovered by Whitehurst (1988) (see also Osaki (1997) 
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for a recent review). 
Thermal stability can be discerned from a study of the S-curves which may 
occur in the relationship between log Tef f - or equivalently log M - and log 2:, 
where Tef 1 and 2: are the effective temperature and surface density respectively. 
Physically they represent a vertically-averaged heating/ cooling balance relation-
ship. Regions of negative slope correspond to thermal instability and those of 
positive slope to stability. For CV or low-mass X-ray binary (LMXB) discs, Merit 
is identified as the upper critical point of this curve which occurs when hydro-
gen changes from being mainly neutral to ionised ( Tef f == 8000 - 10000 K) with 
increase in M. 
In LMXBs, accretion energy is converted more efficiently into high-energy pho-
tons than in CV s and , as a result, the effects of X-ray irradiation on the thermal 
structure of the disc could be significant. It has been suggested recently that discs 
in LMXBs with black hole ( or even neutron star) companions are also subject to 
instabilities which give rise to brightness variations, but that the instability crite-
rion may be different due to X-ray heating (van Paradijs 1996, King et al. 1996): 
such LXMBs are termed soft X-ray transients (SXTs). In particular , it has been 
proposed that in the presence of the strong X-ray heating expected in LMXBs, the 
critical mass-transfer rate above which the discs become stable would be signifi-
cantly reduced. 
Previous studies (Tuchman et al. (1990) and references therein) have already 
shown that heating could have an important impact on disc structure. However 
these studies have been restrictive in that radiative transfer has been treated in the 
diffusion approximation , and specific assumptions have been made which preclude 
an investigation of the optically-thin and marginally optically-thick discs in a self-
consistent manner. 
In this paper we construct a simple bi-grey model for the vertical structure 
of X-ray irradiated discs and investigate the impact of X-ray heating on the disc 
structure in an attempt to place the above ideas on a firmer footing. Our models 
are used to construct S-curves for X-ray heated discs and to investigate instability. 
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3.2 X-ray Heating of Discs - General Consid-
erations 
In LMXBs the inner regions of the disc and the accretors surface (if the compact 
object is a neutron star) can both emit hard X-rays, which can, in principle, affect 
the disc structure and change the value of Merit· The maximum effect that X-
ray heating can have on a disc can be estimated by the following arguments. For 
accretion at rate M onto a central object, the accretion luminosity is given by 
L == rylvlc2 
where 77 ~ 0.1 or 0.0001 for a Schwarschild black hole or a white dwarf respectively. 
The high-energy component of the radiation ( the bulk of this luminosity) will 
originate from the inner regions of the disc, which can be taken to be a point 
source as a first approximation. Due to the flaring (concavity) of the disc, some 
of this radiation will be intercepted and reprocessed by the outer regions of the 
disc. It is also possible that radiation may scatter off a disc corona and impinge 
on the disc. The X-ray flux, Fx, incident on a unit area of disc at radius R can be 
parametrised as 
Fx = <YTf = Cr,1vf c2 
41rR2 (3.1) 
where Tx is an equivalent black body effective temperature for X-ray heating and 
is given by 
Tx == 7.1 x 104 (l) 1/ 4 (_!}__) 1/ 4 (i!__) 1/ 4 (1010) 1/ 2 
0.1 10-2 101s R · (3.2) 
Here <J" is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, C is a parameter which takes into account 
disc flaring and oblique incidence, inadequacies in the point source approximation, 
and the possibility of the intensification of flux due to scattering from a disc corona. 
For the black hole case we have (see Tuchman et al. (1990) and references therein) 
(zo) 2 (dln zo _ 1) C == ( 1 - /3) R d ln R (3.3) 
where /3 is the X-ray albedo and z0 is the local disc semi-thickness. From LMXB 
observations we have z0 / R ~ 0.2 and /3 == 0.9 (see King et al. (1997) and references 
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therein) which gives C ~ 7.8 x 10-4 for a black hole. In our calculations we take 
C == 5 x 10-4. Dubus et al. (1999) use a disc model in which C is parametrised and 
evaluated self-consistently, but only in an optically-thick disc where the diffusion 
approximation may be used. The above value can be compared with the flux 
generated by viscous dissipation in the upper half of the disc, which for large R 
can be written as (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973) 
Fv = crTi = (8:) ( G1/1) (3.4) 
where G is the gravitational constant, Mis the accretor mass and Tv is the viscous 
effective temperature given by 
- 4 (j!__)l/4 (1010)3/4 (~)1/4 
Tv - 4 X 10 lQ18 R lOM0 K. 
Since Fv has a steeper dependence on R than Fx, it follows that the ratio 
y _ Fx _ T;_ 
X - F - T4 
. V V 
can approach or exceed unity at large R. 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
One can formally define an effective temperature for the irradiated disc through 
Tej j == (Ti + T;)°-25 == Tv(l + Yx )°-25 • 
King et al. (1996) and van Paradijs (1996) have argued that, for X-ray irradiated 
discs in the regime where Yx > > 1, the disc's effective temperature is Tef f ~ Tx ~ 
Yi·25Tv, significantly larger than the value generated by viscous dissipation, and 
that the onset of thermal stability at a given radius in the high M branch ( assumed 
to be when Tef f == 8 x 103 - 104 K) would therefore occur at a smaller value of 
Merit· However, it is not immediately apparent that the gas in the disc would attain 
temperatures of the order of T x, even if the irradiation flux is significant compared 
to the viscously-generated flux. A minimum requirement is that the irradiated 
disc structure remains optically-thick to X-ray irradiation, and this is not known a 
priori. Furthermore, detailed calculations are required to investigate if the S-curves 
preserve the same character as in non-irradiated discs. 
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3.3 The Model - Assumptions 
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We present below the main assumptions used here; they are a compromise between 
accuracy, plausibility and computing time. 
• The disc is geometrically thin; i.e. , the radial dimension of the accretion disc 
is much more extended than its vertical dimension. Consequently, we assume 
that heat transfer in the radial direction is negligible, and the disc is modelled 
as a collection of independent elemental rings. 
• The disc is axially symmetric , with rotational velocity following Kepler 's law. 
• The self-gravity of the disc is negligible compared with the vertical component 
of central gravity due to the accretor. 
• The accretion disc follows the a-prescription of Shakura & Sunyaev (1973), 
where local viscous energy generation is proportional to gas pressure. 
• When calculating vertical temperature distributions , we assume a grey disc 
structure in the optical bands, and use Rosseland mean opacities. We be-
lieve this is reasonable for the range of parameters considered, but the grey 
assumption is less accurate in optically-thin discs , particularly for temper-
atures less than about 5000 K (Mineshige & Wood 1990). Moreover, since 
there are a large number of calculations performed in each run of the model, 
computing time is an issue for consideration. Non-grey calculations would 
be at least an order of magnitude longer , and would not be rewarded by 
significantly more accurate results (R . Wehrse, private communication). 
• Viscously-generated energy is transported by radiation only. Any modelling 
of convective energy transport would also be very demanding of computing 
time, and its inclusion in this case is not warranted (R. Wehrse, private 
communicat ion and J. K. Cannizzo, private communicat ion). 
• Gas in t he disc is assumed to be in local thermal equilibrium equilibrium 
(LTE). 
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3.4 The Model - Analytical Formulation 
In developing equations for the vertical structure ( z-structure) of a disc ring at 
radius R, we do not solve the full non-grey problem but instead, adopt a bi-grey 
approximation which encapsulates its essential features. That is, we treat the 
radiative transfer in the X-ray band assuming X-ray opacity, with K,x, O"e and 
Xx == K,x + O"e as the absorption, scattering and extinction coefficients per unit 
volume respectively; and in the optical bands we assume corresponding quantities 
K,R, O"e and x == K,R + O"e where K,R is the Rosseland mean opacity. The composition 
is taken to be solar. 
Our grey formulation is somewhat similar to that developed by Wehrse et al. 
(1994) - see also Shaviv & Wehrse (1986) - for a-disc models, where a grey two-
stream approximation is used for the radiation field. For normal angle-of-incidence 
(), the frequency-integrated flux, F, and mean intensity, J, are defined in terms of 
the frequency-integrated intensity I by 
F==j
1 
Iµdµ, 
-1 111 J == - Idµ, 
2 -1 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
where µ == cos B. Using n-point Gaussian quadrature, these relationships may be 
approximated by 
F 
J 
n 
21r L ai{µi It - µi Ii-}, 
i=l 
l n 
2 L ai{It - {-}. i=l 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
where the ai are Gaussian weighting-factors, and the It and Ii- are corresponding 
frequency-integrated outgoing and incoming intensities respectively. We use the 
standard two-stream approximation with n == l, a 1 == 1 and µ 1 == 1/ .J3, in which 
case 
F 
J 
21rµ1(/+ - 1-), 
1 
-u+ + 1-) 2 . 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
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The model in Wehrse et al. (1994) uses a modified version with µ 1 == 1. In 
Appendix A we confirm that our two-stream approximation correctly converges to 
the radiative diffusion equation at large optical depth. Nevertheless, the difference 
in results between the two formulations is second order with respect to other model 
assumptions. 
The corresponding radiative transfer equations are 
dJ+ 
µ1 dz == -xJ+ + O"e] + K,RB, (3.13) 
dJ-
-µ1 dz == -xl- + O"e] + K,RB, (3.14) 
where z is the vertical coordinate measured from the mid-plane of the disc, and 
the frequency-integrated Planck function 
j +oo O"T4 B == B11 dv == --. 
-oo 7r 
(3.15) 
Subtracting and adding (3.13) and (3.14), we find the following equations for the 
z-structure of a disc ring at radius R which relate flux and mean intensity 
dF O"T4 
- == 47rK, (- - J) 
d R ' z 7r (3.16) 
dJ xF 
dz 41rµi · (3.17) 
We assume that the disc is irradiated vertically by incident X-ray intensity 
Io == f x f std, 
where Istd == B(104 ) and f x is a scaling parameter. 
The transfer problem in the X-ray band is simplified by assuming that the 
plasma absorbs and scatters X-rays but that BxTdisc « BoptTdisc, where Bopt is the 
Planck's function in the optical band. This assumption is justified provided the 
characteristic disc temperature Tdisc is much less than the characteristic tempera-
ture of the X-ray irradiation field, which is the case except in the very inner regions 
of t4e disc. The equation of transfer in this band can then be solved explicitly to 
yield 
I; - Io exp [-(2Txc - Tx )] 
I-; - Io exp (-Tx) 
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which, using the two-stream approximation, gives us the X-ray mean intensity J x 
and flux Fx- Here Tx is the X-ray optical depth which satisfies 
drx 
dz == -xx• (3.18) 
Finally, we have a global energy balance equation which equates the excess of 
emission over absorption in the optical band, to the energy generated by viscous 
heating and by X-ray heating. Using the standard a-disc value for viscous energy 
generation, this equation can be written as 
aT4 3 
47rKR(-- - J) == -anKPg + Ex 
7r 2 (3.19) 
where P9 is the gas pressure, D,K is the Keplerian velocity and 
Ex== 41T"KxJx == 41T"Kxloexp(-rx) {exp[-2(rxc - Tx)] + 1} 
Equations (3.19), (3.17), and (3.18), along with the hydrostatic equilibrium equa-
tion 
dP9 = -D~zp + ~ F, 
dz (3.20) 
constitute a closed algebraic-differential equation system for a boundary-value prob-
lem with two eigenvalues: the disc thickness z0 and the central X-ray optical depth 
Txc· The boundary conditions are as follows: at the surface of the disc, z == z0 , we 
have 
with 
F(zo) == aTe~f 
aT4 
J ( Zo) == ____!!Jj_ 
21rµ1 
P(zo) == Po, 
4 4 rzo 
aTef 1 == aTv + Jo Exdz 
We choose P0 such that the maximum surface density p(z0 ) rv 10-10 g cm-3 . At 
the disc centre, z == 0, we have by symmetry 
F(O) == 0. (3.21) 
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The eigenvalues are calculated iteratively until the system converges to a consistent 
solution. The thickness z0 is chosen such that F(O) == 0, and 'xe is chosen such that 
the solution with the outer boundary condition F(zo) - which depends on 'xe -
converges to the same value of 'xe at the disc centre. The adaptive finite-difference 
code FORTRAN DASSL (Brenan et al. 1989) is used to solve the equations. 
Although DASSL is presented as an initial-value algebraic-differential equation 
solver, we treat the boundary conditions at z0 as initial values, and then iteratively 
solve for the central boundary condition at z == 0 using Newton's method. Fig. 
3.1 explains the algorithm for the numerical procedure used. In solving the above 
equations we have searched only for the cool solutions valid in the body of the disc. 
The hotter coronae which may lie above the disc are not investigated. Nor have we 
investigated the possibility of X-ray heated hot solutions for the body of the disc, 
which may occur at low M. Our structures are in the regime where the ionisation 
parameter~== 41r Fx/n, for number density of particles n, satisfies~~ 104 (Tarter 
et al. 1969). 
3.5 Results and Discussion 
The central mass M, the accretion rate M, the nature of the central accreting 
object (white dwarf, neutron star or black hole), and the viscosity parameter a all 
play important roles in determining the properties of the accretion disc. In what 
follows we consider accretion discs around a black hole of mass M == lOM0 and 
apply our results mainly to black hole SXTs. Our findings, however, have a wider 
applicability. 
In this paper we present the results of three series of calculations using the 
above technique, with the following different assumptions about X-ray heating. 
3.5.1 Case (a): X-ray Irradiated Discs 
The heating of the disc atmosphere by X-ray irradiation depends strongly on the 
energy distribution of the incident photons. Depending on the state of the system, 
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Figure 3.1: This flowchart outlines the algorithm for solving the set of algebraic-
differential equations described in the paper. ~F denotes the absolute value of 
the difference between the newly-calculated central flux and that from the previous 
iteration; the parameter Ep therefore determines the desired accuracy of the central 
flux. Similarly, the parameter Ex is the absolute value of the difference between 
the newly-calculated 7x and the old value. The notation Z0 == ( Z01 + Z0 ) /2 means 
give Z0 a new value equal to (Z01 + Zo)/2, as in Newton's method. 
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different photon energy distributions are expected, ranging from very soft to hard 
spectra. If the heating is due mainly to hard X-rays (incident photon energies 
EP » 10 keV ) the Compton recoil effect dominates the heating, and the volume 
heating rate is given approximately by 
(3.22) 
where THx is the temperature of the X-ray irradiation field, and, depends on the 
X-ray spectrum. J x is calculated from the incident X-ray flux assuming exponential 
attenuation. 
At somewhat lower energies, but still in the hard X-ray regime (Ep rv 2 -
10 ke V), the absorption cross-section will increase as a result of photo-electric pro-
cesses by heavy elements. The volume-heating rate due to true absorption in this 
regime is given approximately by 
(3.23) 
where ZFe is the cosmic abundance of iron. 
At still lower energies ( the soft X-ray regime), the opacity will increase dramat-
ically as other lighter elements begin to contribute to the opacity. In our modelling 
we have assumed that the soft X-ray heating regime occurs when Kx 2 a-e, and 
that in this regime the heating is given by 
(3.24) 
We consider both hard and soft X-ray heating by taking ,x == 0.1 - 1 and ,s == 
1 - 100 in the above expressions. 
We first consider hard X-ray heating, and show in Figs 3.2 and 3.3 the S-curves 
at radii R == 1010 and R == 1011 cm respectively for viscosity parameter a == 0.3. 
The three sets of calculations correspond to no X-ray irradiation with f x == 0, 
moderate X-ray irradiation with f x == 1 (Tx == 104 K), and high X-ray irradiation 
with f x == 2.9 (Tx == 1.3 x 104 K). All calculations assume ,x == 1. 
The properties of the S-curves can be understood in terms of simple considera-
tions based on the temperature and density dependence of opacity ( e.g.,. Faulkner 
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Figure 3.2: S-curves for the hard X-ray irradiated disc ring at R == 1010 cm with 
a == 0.3 for three values of the irradiating flux: fx == 0 (crosses) , f x == 1.0 
(asterisks) and fx == 2.9 (circles). 
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Figure 3.3: S-curves for the hard X-ray irradiated disc ring at .R = 1011 cm with 
a = 0.3. Point designations as in Fig. 3.2. 
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et al. 1983). The occurrence of the upper bend in the S-curve corresponding to 
a critical mass-transfer rate Merit ( which we refer to as the upper critical point) 
is attributed to the change in the properties of the opacity from a very steep pos-
itive dependence on temperature ( KR ex T 10) to a less steep negative dependence 
( KR ex r-2·5 ) as the temperature increases beyond 104 K, and hydrogen becomes 
mainly ionised. For a given M, the viscous energy generation, and hence the vis-
cous effective temperature, are smaller at larger radii, so that Merit for f x == 0 
increases by several orders of magnitude between the two annuli, as expected from 
the simple relation given in (3.5), and as can be seen by comparing the cross-curves 
in Figs 3.2 and 3.3. 
Our results show that, as expected for hard X-ray irradiated discs, the upper 
critical point of the S-curve occurs at around the same effective temperature what-
ever the irradiating flux - that corresponding to hydrogen ionisation: we estimate 
log Tei f == 3.9, 3.96 and 4.0 for f x == 0, 1 and 2.9 respectively. Furthermore, the 
mass-transfer rate Merit shows a modest increase as the X-ray flux increases from 
f x == 0 to f x == 1. In the strongly hard X-ray heated cases (f x ~ 1), the upper 
critical point of the S-curve occurs at nearly the same values of effective temper-
ature and of surface density at the two radii, demonstrating that X-ray heating 
plays the dominant role in determining their structures. 
A striking effect shown by our calculations is the extension of the upper branch 
of the S-curve to lower values of ~ in the strongly X-ray heated models, and the 
flattening of the S-curve in this region, which would have the effect of maintaining 
the disc longer in the high state during an outburst. This flattening is also expected 
on the basis of simple analytical models of vertically-averaged discs using the dif-
fusion approximation, which yields for Kramers opacity Tei 1 ex ~ 0·28 in the X-ray 
heating dominated regime, compared to Tef 1 ex ~ 0·50 in the viscous-heating domi-
nated regime. In fact, irradiated disc models calculated by Tuchman et al. (1996) 
showed similar "plateau" behaviour, even though these were constructed under 
very different assumptions ( see below), indicating that this is a generic property 
of X-ray heated discs. The sequence of models constructed with a lower value of 
the viscosity parameter a ( a == 0.03) shown in Fig. 3.4 also demonstrates simi-
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lar effects. In these models, material drifts in at a slower rate due to the lower 
viscosity, and there is a greater accumulation of material at a given radius. The 
surface densities are therefore higher at the same mass-transfer rate or effective 
temperature in comparison to the higher a models. 
We show in Fig. 3.5 the Rosseland mean and electron scattering optical depths 
at R == 1010 cm for the models in Fig. 3.2. The electron scattering optical depth is 
in general significantly less than the Rosseland optical depth in all models except for 
those near M == 1015 gs- 1 and Tef f == 104 K, where both optical depths approach 
unity. The heating by hard X-rays is therefore expected to have a significant 
effect on the disc structure precisely in this regime. It should be noted that the 
total optical depth is reduced relative to the unheated models, which is a general 
characteristic of all heated models. Likewise, for mass-transfer rates significantly 
below this value, the scattering optical depth is low ( Tx « l ), and so hard X-ray 
heating has a minimal effect on disc structure. However, since non-LTE effects are 
not considered, our results in this regime may not be fully justified. Although this 
may affect the lower branch, we expect that it will have little effect on Merit· 
For significantly larger M, the disc is optically-thick to electron scattering, and 
significant X-ray heating is expected. However, viscous heating now exceeds X-ray 
heating, and again the X-ray flux has a negligible affect on the disc structure. 
In Fig. 3.6 we show hard X-ray irradiated and non-irradiated disc structures 
for a == 0.3 and M == 1015 gs- 1 , which is in the middle of the instability range. In 
general, for the range of X-ray fluxes considered, and the range of M for which hard 
X-ray irradiation has an impact, irradiated discs tend to be hotter than their non-
irradiated counterparts, and the total optical depth is smaller. The local maximum 
in the run of density versus optical depth corresponds to the ionisation of hydrogen. 
This inversion disappears for models with significantly lower and higher mass-
transfer rates. 
We next investigate the effects of soft X-ray heating by calculating a series of 
models with ,s == 100. The results in Fig. 3. 7 show the effect of increasing the 
incident soft X-ray flux from f x == 6.3 x 10-2 (Tx == 5 x 103 K) through to f x == 1 
(Tx == 104 K ) for a == 0.3 and R == 1010 cm. Because of the larger opacity in the 
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Figure 3.4: S-curves for the disc ring at R == 1010 cm as in Fig. 3.2 but with 
a == 0.03. The external flux is fixed at f x == 0 (crosses) and f x == l (asterisks). 
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Figure 3.6: Temperature log T, gas pressure log P and density log p versus log TR 
for the disc ring at R == 1010 cm with log M (gs- 1 ) ~ 15. Point designations as in 
Fig. 3.2. 
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Figure 3. 7: Temperature structures for the soft X-ray irradiated ring at R == 
1010 cm, at various values of Tx: Tx == 5 x 103 K (asterisks), Tx == 6 x 103 K 
(crosses), Tx == 7 x 103 K (dots), Tx == 7.5 x 103 K (dash-dots) and Tx == 104 K 
(dashes). 
soft X-ray band, energy is trapped in the upper regions of the disc atmosphere, 
resulting in heating of these layers and a temperature inversion. As the soft X-ray 
flux is increased, the heated outer layer penetrates deeper into the atmosphere. At 
sufficiently high fluxes, the entire disc becomes heated to higher temperatures and 
becomes totally optically-thin. 
In Fig. 3.8, we show S-curves for the soft X-ray heated ring R == 1010 cm at 
different constant levels of heating corresponding to Tx == 0, 5 x 103 and 104 K 
for a == 0.3; while in Fig. 3.9, we show the viscous effective temperature and 
the constant X-ray irradiation effective temperatures T x used in Fig. 3.8. By 
looking at Fig. 3.9 we can see that the external X-ray radiation is dominant for 
log Mcrit(gs- 1 ),2:15.1 in the case of Tx == 104 K, and for log Mcrit(gs- 1 ),2:14.4 in 
the case of T x == 5 x 103 K. When the external radiation becomes dominant, the 
efficiency of the soft X-ray heating causes a distortion in the S-curve, which could 
eliminate the unstable branch if the external X-ray flux is high enough, as is the 
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Figure 3.8: S-curves for the soft X-ray irradiated ring at R == 10 cm with a == 0.3 
for the three cases: fx == 0 (crosses) , fx == 6.25 x 10-2 with Tx == 5 x 103 K 
(asterisks) and f x == 1 with T x == 104 K (circles). 
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Figure 3.9: The solid line is the viscous-energy effective temperature for R == 
1010 cm as a function of M. The dashed and dash-dotted horizontal lines refer to 
the constant X-ray irradiation effective temperatures, Tx == 104 Kand Tx == 5 x 103 
K respectively, used in Fig. 3.8. 
case here for Tx == 104 K. The optical depths of the soft X-ray heated models in 
Fig. 3.8 are also shown in Fig. 3.10. 
It is instructive to compare our results with those of Tuchman et al. (1990) who 
also considered soft X-ray heating. These calculations were carried out assuming 
radiative transfer in the diffusion approximation, with the additional assumption 
that the external radiation is totally absorbed at a standard optical depth inde-
pendent of physical conditions. As a result, the disc remains optically-thick even 
for strong heating on the lower branch (low Tef 1 and M). This explains the con-
siderable change that they find in the lower branch of the S-curves of irradiated 
discs in comparison to unheated discs ( and thus the "shrinking" of the unstable 
branch). However, as we have shown, the temperature inversion caused by soft 
X-rays, can penetrate deep enough into the disc to affect the entire disc structure, 
and consequently distort the S-curves through a decrease in surface density in a 
manner not predicted by the previous calculations. 
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Figure 3.10: Rosseland optical depth, log TR, versus log M for the soft X-ray irra-
diated disc ring in Fig. 3.8. 
We can summarise the effects of heating on S-curves by a constant flux of X-
rays as follows. In general, heating influences disc structure only for a small range 
of M when Fx/ Fv > l and the optical depth of the disc to the X-ray flux is high. 
It is only for values of M close to the critical range where instability occurs that 
hard X-ray heating become important. This arises because the critical points of 
the S-curve, which delineate the range of unstable M, occur at surface densities 
in the range 1 - 100 g cm-2 when hydrogen is becoming significantly ionised, and 
it is precisely under these circumstances that the electron-scattering optical depth 
Tx == 0.4:E becomes large enough for hard X-ray heating to have an impact on the 
disc structure. In the case of hard X-ray heating, although the surface density 
is significantly reduced, the upper critical point happens virtually at the same 
viscous effective temperature. Soft X-rays , however, are generally more effective in 
changing the disc structure: the X-rays are much more efficiently absorbed in this 
wave-band, and as a result the upper critical point could vanish, as we saw earlier. 
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3.5.2 Case (b): Totally-Absorbed Irradiation 
The second set of calculations is carried out under the assumption that all the inci-
dent X-ray energy is totally absorbed by the disc, regardless of its optical thickness 
in the X-ray band, and re-radiated thermally. The bi-grey approximation is aban-
doned, but instead a fully-grey approximation is used. The models are meant to 
illustrate the effect of arbitrarily increasing the overall absorption efficiency of the 
disc to external radiation and, in a sense, mimics what has been adopted in the 
literature through the use of an albedo for heating. 
The calculations are carried out using (3.16), (3.17) and (3.20) but replacing 
(3.19) by 
aT4 3 
4nKR(- - J) == -o:flKP 
7r 2 
The boundary condition on F(zo) and J(zo) are now 
F(zo) 
J(zo) 
where Yx is defined in (3.6). 
(1 + Yx )aTi, 
(1 + 3Yx )aTi/21rµ1 
(3.25) 
Implicit in the above formulation is the assumption that absorption and emis-
sion occur in the same grey sense. The above approximation is therefore expected 
to yield realistic results if the incident spectrum is similar to that of the disc (heat-
ing mainly by UV and optical photons in the outer regions of the disc). We have 
also implicitly assumed that the disc is optically-thick. However, it is clear that 
for models with log M(gs- 1 ) :S 14.8, the Rosseland optical depth of the disc is less 
than unity (Fig. 3.5) , and that the optical depth is a strong function of mass-
transfer rate. The full-absorption models are therefore expected to have limited 
applicability and have to be interpreted with caution. 
The S-curves for the full-absorption models are shown in Fig. 3.11 , where 
we have assumed that the X-ray flux is given by f x == 1.0 at each radius. The 
assumption of total absorption of incident radiation necessarily implies that there 
is a lower limit to the effective temperature set by the irradiating flux - the 
effective temperature cannot decrease below the irradiation effective temperature 
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Tx. If f x == l.O then Tx == 104 K, and this is seen as a limit to the disc's effective 
temperature in the calculations illustrated in Fig. 3.11. Interestingly, the lower 
bend in the S-curve which heralds instability has completely disappeared in this 
case, and instead there is a monotonic relationship between M and surface density 
~- Thus, irradiation can have a damping influence on the development of thermal 
instability, if the black body temperature associated with this radiation is equal to 
( or above) 104 K. 
3.5.3 Case (c): Self-Consistent Illumination 
In cases (a) and (b), the irradiation flux is fixed at a given value fx at all radii. 
These results may, for instance, be applicable during an outburst, when a given 
ring may be subject to different levels of X-ray heating not necessarily related to a 
steady X-ray luminosity originating from the central regions of the disc. 
However, in a steady disc, the flux is determined by the luminosity from the cen-
tral regions of the disc, which in turn depends on the mass-transfer rate. Therefore 
the flux ratio, Yx, is the following function of radius 
Yx = Fx/ Fv = 4.5 ( ~) (0~1) Cb-2) C~o) (3.26) 
Clearly, as already noted, X-ray heating becomes relatively more important in 
comparison to viscous heating at larger radii, even though the absolute value of 
the X-ray irradiating flux decreases. The cross-over radius beyond which X-ray 
heating dominates occurs at R ~ 2 x 1010 cm for a 10M8 black hole. 
Models for self-consistent illumination corresponding to cases (a) and (b) are 
constructed as follows. For a given a and C, calculations are carried out for a range 
of Mat each radius R by estimating Yx from (3.26) and using Fv to obtain Fx and 
hence Tx. These results are then used to construct S-curves and to calculate the 
mass-transfer rate at the upper critical point which separates stable and unstable 
discs. One of the uncertainties in these calculations lies in the estimation of /3. 
This quantity will need to be calculated self-consistently using an iterative scheme, 
since the disc flaring which determines the flux intercepted by the disc is itself_ a 
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function of heating. We have simply adopted a constant value of C == 5 x 10-4 
in the present calculations, which is approximately what is expected for standard 
flaring. 
A typical S-curve for a self-consistent model which assumes total absorption, 
as in case (b ), is shown in Fig. 3.12 for R == 1010 cm. The S-curve is subje~ted 
to a nearly uniform translation vertically downwards towards lower M. Fig. 3.14 
shows the loci of Merit as a function of Merit and log Porb for various radii, and 
we can see how the critical mass transfer rate shifts to lower values at any given 
radius (circles) compared to the non-irradiated models (crosses). These results are 
qualitatively as anticipated by van Paradijs (1996) under the assumption that the 
incident flux is totally absorbed by a given disc ring irrespective of M. However, 
it is clear that the efficiency of absorption should depend on disc optical depth, 
which is a strong function of M. 
Next we consider the case of self-consistent illumination with, if the heating is 
by hard X-rays, ,x == 0.1 or, if the heating is by soft X-rays, ,s == 100. Fig. 3.13 
shows the S-curves for radii R == 3.2 x 1010 , 3.4 x 1010 , 3.6 x 1010 and 4 x 1010 cm 
with hard X-ray heating. As R increases the upper critical point becomes less well-
defined, but we take it to be the point at which the S-curve changes gradient. The 
loci of Merit in that case are shown in triangles in Fig. 3.14 which are fitted linearly 
by the dashed line. Since the S-curves become nearly vertical, it is likely that such 
disc structures will only be marginally thermally stable. The effects of hard X-ray 
heating are very different from that of soft X-rays, since the heating tends to affect 
the z-structure of the disc more uniformly. A typical S-curve for the soft X-ray 
heating case is shown in Fig. 3.15 for R == 1011 cm. The loci of Merit for soft X-ray 
heating are shown in Fig. 3.14 (solid line). These deviate significantly from those 
of the total-absorption models in the inner regions of the disc. However, at large 
radii, when soft X-ray heating dominates, the two sets of calculations merge. This 
is the same effect discussed earlier with reference to Fig. 3. 7, where we showed 
the transition from an optically-thick to a totally optically-thin z-structure as soft 
X-ray heating becomes dominant. This transition occurs rather rapidly in Fig. 
3.14 and corresponds to the radius R rv 3.6 x 1010 cm at which the disc structure 
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Figure 3.15: S-curves for the soft X-ray heated ring at R == 1011 cm, for models 
with self-consistent illumination as discussed in case ( c). The irradiated S-curve 
(circles) is compared with the non-irradiated S-curve (crosses) from Fig. 3.3. 
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changes from being optically-thick with a temperature inversion to optically-thin, 
as is the case for R = 1011 cm in Fig. 3.15. 
The inclusion of realistic heating on the vertical structure of discs may therefore 
not lead to as dramatic an effect as predicted from the fully-absorbed models if 
the heating is mainly by hard X-rays, which may be the case in quiescent black 
hole SXTs. However , the distortion of S-curves for heated discs predicted here 
may have important consequences for the rise and decay times of the outbursts in 
these systems, as noted previously. If, on the other hand, the heating is mainly by 
soft X-rays, the instability curve is shifted to lower M at large radii when heating 
dominates. 
3.6 Discussion and Conclusions 
Our results have implications for calculations of the thermal stability of discs in 
black hole SXTs. Their long-term mean mass-transfer rates appear from present 
data to lie in the range, or be bounded above by, M = 0.6-10 x 1015 gs- 1 . Except 
for GRO 1655-40, the system with the longest orbital period (Porb = 2.6 d), these 
mass-transfer rates are consistent with what is expected from magnetic braking 
and/ or gravitational radiation, when allowance is made for the different character of 
the primary and secondary stars of these systems (King et al. 1997). In GR01655-
40, mass transfer appears to be driven by thermal expansion/nuclear evolution 
(King et al. 1996, Regos et al. 1998). 
For a system of orbital period Porb, black hole mass Mx and companion mass 
Mc, the outer disc radius - taken to be at 0.8 of the Roche lobe radius - is given 
approximately by 
p 2/3 
Rout = 1.08 X 10 11 MY3 ( l 0;) cm (3.27) 
where q = Mx / Mc is assumed to be in the range O < q < 0.3 (Warner 1995). For 
the disc instability model to be viable, the critical radius at which instability can 
first set in will have to be within Rout· 
We have calculated the outer disc radii for each of the six black hole SXTs 
listed by van Paradijs (1996), and these are shown plotted against the observed 
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mean mass-transfer rates in Fig. 3.14 (asterisks). In each case we have assumed a 
mass of 10M0 for the black hole, which appears typical for black hole SXTs. All 
observed systems are located to the right of the instability lines for both hard and 
soft X-ray heated models, and also for the total-absorption models, lending strong 
support to the disc instability model for the black hole SXTs. 
Fig. 3.14b shows on the log M - log Porb diagram, where we have also plotted 
the disc instability loci for the total-absorption model, results from the hard and 
soft X-ray heating models as well as the simple analytical models discussed in 
the previous section. The theoretical relations delineate the boundaries between 
stable and unstable discs. Again, we note that all black hole SXTs lie well below 
the theoretical curves (hard or soft X-ray heating, or total-absorption) and in the 
region of unstable discs. 
The black hole SXTs tend to have hard X-ray spectra during their low states, 
so we expect that our hard X-ray heated models are more relevant. For GRO 
1655-40 the estimated mean mass-transfer rate (log M(gs-1 ) == 15.9) implies that 
disc instability will be first triggered at log R( cm) == 11, which is close to the 
outer radius of the disc where log Rout( cm) == 11.6. This system is therefore likely 
to undergo an outside-in outburst (Hameury et al. 1997), although we should 
emphasise that in the above reasoning, we have assumed that the density in a ring 
in a quiescent disc can be described by the density of an equivalent steady disc. 
We conclude that the effects of X-ray heating will lead to a dramatic shift of 
the disc instability line of black hole LMXB discs in the log Merit - log R diagram, 
particularly if the heating is predominantly by soft X-rays. It is intriguing that 
all known black hole transients appear to be close to the instability line, and lie 
only in the region where X-ray heating has a dramatic effect on the disc structure. 
The effects of heating may not be as dramatic during the quiescent state, when 
hard X-ray photons are expected to play the dominant heating role. However, our 
results for heated discs are still consistent with the disc instability model for black 
hole LMXBs, with the observed black hole LMXBs all lying in the disc instability 
region. 
Our calculations show that the S-curves for X-ray heated discs can be signifi-
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cantly distorted relative to those of unheated discs, with the upper branch extend-
ing to significantly lower values of surface density. Such discs are therefore expected 
to exhibit different outburst properties from non-irradiated discs. In particular, X-
ray heating may have the consequence of extending the duration of the high state, 
or changing the rise and decay times of outbursts in the black hole SXTs. 
Further development of our model will require the inclusion of more realistic 
X-ray opacities, and the possibility of convective energy transport (Tuchman et 
al. 1990). The results of such a study, including an application to neutron star 
binaries, will be reported in a subsequent communication. 
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4.1 Introduction 
AM CVn systems are puzzling variable stars with hydrogen-deficient spectra and 
ultrashort period photometric variations in the range 1000 - 3000 s. Only six have 
been observed to date. It is currently believed that they are interacting white dwarf 
binary (IWDB ) systems (Faulkner et al. 1972) in which a low-mass white dwarf 
secondary of mass M2 r-v 0.04M0 fills it Roche lobe and transfers helium-rich gas to 
a white dwarf primary, around which a hydrogen-deficient accretion disc is formed. 
They are the white dwarf counterparts of the better studied neutron star binary 
systems , and are an interesting but little understood end-product of close binary 
evolution. 
The original motivation behind the IWDB model was to explain a peculiar ob-
ject , HZ 29 (later designated AM Cangum Venaticorum, or AM CVn), following 
observations by Malmquist (1936) and Humason & Zwicky (1947). Greenstein & 
Mathews (1957) had classified HZ 29 as a DB white dwarf since it was hydrogen de-
ficient , exhibiting only strong Hel absorption lines. Later observations suggested a 
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quasi-stellar object (Burbidge et al. 1967) or a hot star (Wampler 1967). However, 
the discovery of periodic variability ("' 17 min) by Smak (1967) suggested a binary 
system and, after discovering flickering in the high speed photometry, Warner & 
Robinson (1972) suggested that AM CVn was a close binary in mass-transfer mode. 
More objects with similar characteristics were identified: G61-29 (GP COM) 
was thought by Burbidge & Strittmatter (1971) to be an isolated white dwarf, but 
later photometry showed flickering activity, suggestive of a binary system (Warner 
1972). PG1346+082, later designated CR Bootis, or CR Boo (Nather 1985), and 
V803 Cen were other objects showing similar characteristics (O'Donoghue et al. 
1987). CP Eri was found by Howell et al. (1991) to be a short-period photo-
metric variable of the AM CVn type. The latest object exhibiting AM CVn class 
characteristics is EC15330-1403, discovered by O'Donoghue et al. (1994). 
Some class members exhibit high and low states in their optical flux, which is 
also strongly suggestive of a mass-transferring close binary, while others are more 
stable. The characteristics of this long-term variability are reminiscent of what is 
seen in cataclysmic variables of different sub-types - dwarf novae, nova-likes, SU 
UMa etc. - where a combination of thermal and tidal disc instabilities appear to 
play the major role in explaining the long-term variability. A similar interpreta-
tion may be possible for AM CVn systems (Warner 1995). AM CVn and EC153330 
seem to be in a permanent high state, showing broad and shallow absorption lines 
presumably originating from a stable high mass-transfer rate Mand optically-thick 
accretion disc - similar to nova-like variables and Z Cam systems. GP Com is 
the only member with a stable low state, and exhibits an emission line spectrum 
indicative of optically-thinner discs with lower M. The other three members -
CR Boo, V803 Cen and CP Eri - alternate between high and low states, with 
their spectra showing absorption lines in the former case, and continuous or weak 
emission lines in the latter case. Such behaviour is expected if M is in an interme-
diate range where the disc becomes thermally unstable - as in dwarf novae. Over 
and above the thermal instabilities, the discs in AM CV n stars are also expected to 
be tidally-unstable by virtue of their low donor-to-accretor mass ratio q == Mz/ M1 . 
Thus it has been suggested that AM CVn may be in a permanent superoutburst 
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state exhibiting a superhump period that is slightly larger than the orbital period, 
making it similar to the high mass-transfer rate SU UMa variables (Osaki 1996). 
Our main aims here are to investigate the viability of a disc-instability explana-
tion for some observed behaviour in these systems, and to constrain their param-
eters by modelling the spectra expected from helium-rich accretion discs and then 
fitting the results to observed spectra. The paper is arranged as follows. In Section 
4.2 we outline the current theoretical and observational status of AM CVn and CR 
Boo. Section 4.3 presents the equations used to calculate the vertical structures 
and emergent flux of accretion discs, describing both modelling techniques and 
assumptions. Numerical results for disc structures and line profiles are presented 
in Section 4.4, together with spectral-fitting results for AM CVn and CR Boo. 
Finally, in Section 4.5 results are discussed, and conclusions drawn, in relation to 
disc instability models and independent estimates of binary masses. 
4.2 Observations 
This Section summarises relevant observational data on, and theoretical speculation 
about, AM CVn and CR Boo. We identify the sources of orbital and spectral data 
that are subsequently used in in the paper. 
4.2.1 AM CVn 
AM CVn, the prototype, was discovered as a blue object with a peculiar spectrum 
exhibiting strong but shallow Hel lines mainly in absorption, but with no evidence 
of hydrogen lines. A late stage of stellar evolution was thus indicated, but an early 
idea that AM CVn was a single DB type white dwarf (Greenstein & Mathews 
1957) was soon dismissed after the discovery of photometric variability with a 
period of 1051 s. This short photometric period, and evidence of flickering in the 
light curve, soon led to the realisation that AM CV n was a semi-detached binary 
system comprising two evolved stars in the process of mass transfer. 
Subsequent observations of AM CVn have shown the presence of multiple pe-
riodicities (Patterson et al. 1992). The 1051 s period is far from stable, changing 
erratically from year-to-year, making it a poor candidate for the orbital period of 
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the system. Patterson et al. (1992) suggested that this was the period of a perma-
nent super hump due to a precessing disc, which is consistent with the low mass ratio 
indicated for this system. A second more coherent period at 1028. 7325 s ± 0.0004 
is also seen in this system, but it sometimes changes to a period of 1011 s. Har-
vey et al. (1998) proposed the 1028. 7325 s period as the actual orbital period of 
the system. This identification builds on the wobbling-disc theory, in which disc 
wobbling causes the radial position of the disc 's bright spot - where the matter 
stream from the secondary impacts the disc - to sometimes vary, leading to the 
apparent change in period from 1028 to 1011 s. Although the periods show com-
plex behaviour , the disc in the system appears to be stable in the long-term, with 
no reports of large changes in the mean apparent magnitude. Indeed it seems that 
AM CV n is a system with a disc in a permanent high state, and most likely in 
permanent superoutburst. 
In what follows we take 1028. 7325 s as the orbital period Porb· We use as our 
basic source of spectral data the phase-averaged optical spectrum published by 
Patterson et al. (1993) - hereafter PHS - which shows characteristic features 
such as the shape of the continuum, line widths and the double-peaked feature of 
the lines. From the lack of radial velocity variations in the spectrum of AM CVn, 
PHS deduced that the radial velocity amplitude of the primary K 1 < 50 km/s. 
4.2.2 CR Bootis 
CR Boo is one of the three known unstable AM CVn systems , and exhibits varia-
tions in mean apparent magnitude strongly reminiscent of those caused by thermal 
disc instabilities in dwarf novae. 
Extensive photometric analysis - Patterson et al. (1997) and references therein 
- led to the current belief that its orbital period P orb == 14 71 s, and that a 1490 s 
variation is a good candidate for a superhump period which seems to stabilise at 
1487.29 s ± 0.02 after 300 - 600 orbits. 
For our purposes , we assume P orb == 1471 s and adopt a spectrum for CR Boo 
in its high state kindly provided to us by J. Patterson. 
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4.3 The Model 
75 
This Section sets out the analytical and computational basis for our modelling of 
the vertical structure and emergent spectra of accretion discs. Assumptions made 
about system parameters are discussed, as are techniques used to fit observational 
and modelled spectra. Thermal instability processes in accretion discs are also 
briefly reviewed. 
4.3.1 Accretion Disc Structure 
We assume an axisymmetric disc - extending from inner radius Rin to outer radius 
Rout - around a central accretor, and use the geometrically-thin approximation 
with a-prescription for viscosity (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973) to describe the disc 
structure. Under these assumptions radial pressure gradients are negligible, and 
angular velocity is effectively the Keplerian value. In systems with extreme mass 
ratios, tidal effects due to the companion star will distort outer regions of the disc 
beyond the 3-1 resonance radius. While these distortions may be important in 
calculating and interpreting phase-dependent line spectra, we neglect them here as 
we model only phase-averaged spectra. 
For mass-transfer at rate M through a thin accretion disc around a primary with 
negligible rotation, the effective temperature Tei 1 at disc radius R is independent 
of viscosity parameter a and given by (Frank et al. 1992) 
T 4 = _3 (GM1M) {l _ (R1) 1!2} 
ef 1 S1r a- R3 R ' ( 4.1) 
where o- and G are the Stefan-Boltzmann and gravitational constants respectively. 
Note that the radius R1 of the white dwarf may be related to its mass M1 and the 
Chandrasekhar limiting mass Mch by (Nauenberg 1972) 
{ 
M -2/3 M 2/3}1;2 
R1 = 7.79 x 108 (McJ - (MJ , (4.2) 
and that Tel 1 may be expressed as 
4 ( M1 ) 112 ( M ) 1/4 R -1 /8 { R 1;2 } 1/4 . Te! 1 = 7.837 x 10 M
0 1011 (RJ (RJ -1 K, (4.3) 
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where M is measured in gs- 1 and we have used a simplified version of ( 4.2) 
~
1 
= 0.013 ~ 1 R ( M )-1/3 
R0 M0 
( 4.4) 
Typically for AM CV n stars , Tef J falls from Tin = 5 X 104 K to Tout = l 04 K as R 
increases from Rin to Rout. 
We calculate the radial and vertical structure of an accretion disc - ignoring 
convection - as follows. We first divide the disc into a number of elemental 
rings of width 5 R: the choice of this number, as well as of Rin and Rout , will be 
discussed below. For each ring , radiative transfer in the vertical direction z is 
treated in the two-stream grey approximation , using a formulation similar to that 
in Wehrse et al. (1994) - see also Shaviv & Wehrse (1986). They assume the 
two streams of radiation to travel normal to the disc, but we assume they travel 
at angle () == cos- 1 (1/./3) to the normal, which means we may use conventional 
Gaussian quadrature to approximate the flux integral. We stress that variations in 
disc structures between the two formulations are minimal. 
The frequency-integrated flux, F , and mean intensity, J , are defined in terms 
of the frequency-integrated intensity I by 
F = f 1 Iµdµ , 
-1 
1 fl J = - Idµ , 2 -1 
(4 .5) 
(4.6) 
where µ = cos B. Using n-point Gaussian quadrature with weighting-factors ai 
and corresponding outgoing and incoming intensities It and Ii- respectively, these 
expressions become 
n 
F 21r I:= ai{µJi+ - µJi-} , (4 .7) 
i=l 
l n 
J = 2 ~ ai{It - Ji-}. i =l 
(4.8) 
For the two-stream approximation n = l , a 1 = 1 and µ 1 = 1 / ./3, in which case 
F 
J 
21rµ1(J+ - 1- ), 
1 
2(J+ + 1- ). 
( 4.9 ) 
(4.10) 
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With no irradiation, the model equations for an elemental ring at disc radius 
R with local gas density p become 
dF aT4 
- == 47rKR(- - J), dz 1r 
dJ xF 
dz 41rµ'r' 
X dPg _ -n2 __ zp + - F, 
- - J\ C dz 
aT4 3 
47rKR(-- - J) == -anKPg, 
7r 2 
( 4.11) 
( 4.12) 
( 4.13) 
( 4.14) 
which give the grey flux F, mean intensity J, gas pressure Pg and temperature T as 
functions of z: KR and x are Rosseland mean absorption and extinction coefficients 
respectively, and nK is the angular velocity at disc radius R given by 
[GM; (mi -1 
nK == y 7iF == 0.423y 7 s , (4.15) 
which again assumes the white dwarf mass-radius relationship ( 4.4). 
The above constitute a closed algebraic-differential equation system for a 
boundary-value problem with eigenvalue z0 , the semi-thickness of the disc. Bound-
ary conditions at the surface of the disc, z == z0 , are 
F(z0 ) == aT;JJ, 
aT~1 J(zo) == -
4
-, 
1rµ1 
Pg ( zo) == Po, 
with Po chosen such that the line formation region is fully within the calculated 
structure ( e.g., log P0 rv -3) and T(zo) is determined via the energy-balance equa-
tion ( 4.14). From symmetry, the boundary condition at the disc mid-plane, z == 0, 
lS 
F(O) == 0. ( 4.16) 
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Figure 4.1: Vertical temperature distribution at disc radius R == 7.4 x 109 cm with 
logM(gs-1) == 17.0, M1 == lM0 , r == 103 and i == 15°. Dotted line: O'. == 0.05. 
Dashed line: a == 0.3. Solid line: a == 1.0 
The eigenvalue z0 is calculated iteratively until the model converges to the solution 
satisfying ( 4.16) , which is the solution for the vertical structure of the accretion disc 
ring at radius R. The adaptive finite-difference code FORTRAN DASSL (Brenan 
et al. 1989) is used to solve the equations. Although DASSL is presented as an 
initial-value algebraic-differential equation solver, we treat the boundary conditions 
at z0 as initial values, and then iteratively solve for the central boundary condition 
at z == 0 using Newton 's method. 
We specify a == 0.3 as a typical value for a high-state viscosity parameter. But 
it is important to subject this assumption to sensitivity analysis because, while 
Teff is independent of a, the energy equation (4.14) does incorporate a. Fig. 4.1 
shows the temperature structure for an accretion disc ring at R == 7.4 x 109 cm for 
the three values a == 0.05, 0.3 and 1.0. Clearly, while disc coronal structures are 
sensitive to a , the line formation regions in the photosphere - and hence the model 
spectra - are not. Therefore we are justified in using a == 0.3 in our investigations. 
It is well known - e.g. , Adam et al. (1988) - that the energy equation some-
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Figure 4.2: Model solutions for a disc ring at R = 1.2 x 1010 cm with log M(gs- 1 ) = 
17.0, M1 = 1M8 , r = 103 and i = 15°. Top: the left-hand (dashed line) and right-
hand ( solid line) sides of ( 4.14). Bottom: the vertical temperature structure. 
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times yields more than one solution for temperature at a given pressure. Typically 
there are two thermally-stable solutions , one of which starts with a hot corona at 
low optical depths but matches , with increasing optical depth , onto a cooler disc 
structure: the other is a cold solution at all optical depths. The top panel of Fig. 
4.2 shows a typical solution for ( 4.14): the dashed straight line represents the right-
hand side of the equation, and the solid line the left-hand side - the two peaks 
are due to HeI continuum jumps. The intersection of these two lines is the solu-
tion to ( 4.14) so , in general , there are four solutions , two of which are unstable -
those on negative-sloping portions of the solid line. The other two stable solutions 
- termed here "hot" and "cold" - are on positive-sloping portions of the solid 
line. There is a transition from a hot to a cold solution at the t angent point A, 
where ( 4.14) becomes too difficult to solve numerically, causing a jump to the cold 
solution at B. This transition is also evident as a discontinuity in the temperature 
distribution shown in the bottom panel of Fig.4.2 , but it occurs at much shallower 
optical depths than the line formation region and so does not influence t he emitted 
spectrum. 
4.3.2 Line and Continuum Flux Calculations 
The disc structure calculations described above yield P, p, T and J as funct ions of 
R and z . In order to estimate line and continuum fluxes , the disc is divided into 
element s bounded by R , R + o R and ¢, ¢ + 0¢ where ¢ is the rotat ional azimuth 
measured from the projected line-of-sight on the disc. Radiation at a given fre-
quency v and inclination angle i in the observer 's frame comes from Doppler-shift ed 
frequency vd( R, ¢) in the rest frame of each disc element where, if c is the velocity 
of light 
V 
vd( R,¢) == 1, Vprojl c \ ' ( 4.1 7) 
Vproj == RDK( R) sin i sin ¢ . ( 4.18) 
Monochromatic line and continuum opacities rc 11d ( R, z) are then calculated, and 
the full plane-parallel atmosphere radiative transfer equation is solved in t he frame 
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Table 4.1: Hel lines included in the model 
3820 2p-nd triplet 
3889 2s-np triplet 
3965 2s-np singlet 
4026 2p-nd triplet 
4121 2p-ns triplet 
4144 2p-nd singlet 
4169 2p-ns singlet 
4388 2p-nd singlet 
4472 2p-nd triplet 
4713 2p-ns triplet 
4922 2p-nd singlet 
5016 2s-np singlet 
5048 2p-ns singlet 
5876 2p-nd triplet 
of the disc element. This yields the emergent intensity I 11d(µ, R, zo) at the surface 
z == z0 of each element ( R, </>) of the disc, where µ == cos i. The flux radiated from 
the surface of the disc is then calculated as 
Fv = lh Iv,(µ,R,zo)µRdcf,dR, (4.19) 
and the apparent monochromatic flux which is observed 
Fv 
fv == d2' (4.20) 
where d is the distance of the system from the Earth. These results are used to 
calculate absolute visual magnitudes for the model disc in order to estimate d, as 
well as mean colours B-V and U-B for direct comparison with observation. 
In calculating the monochromatic and Rosseland opacities, we have included 
continuum opacities due to hydrogen and helium, but have neglected metals. Given 
the uncertainties in the treatment of viscosity, this assumption is expected to be 
of secondary importance in determining details of the vertical structure. Optical 
spectra are calculated including the HeI lines shown in Table 4.1 and the H13 line 
A4861, allowing for Stark and thermal Doppler-broadening. Although most of 
the strong HeI lines have been included, some lines near series limits have been 
omitted because of inadequate line data. For this reason, some discrepancies in 
line modelling could arise with blended lines such as A3867 and A3889. 
We use a x2-minimisation technique to fit observed and modelled spectra, seek-
ing the minimum helium-to-hydrogen number density ratio r which gives negligible 
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H/3 line compared with the HeI lines, and which also reproduces the general shape 
of the observed spectrum. The fitting is conducted in that part of the spectrum 
containing most of the above lines, with a considerable part of the continuum also 
included so as to properly fit the the continuum slope. 
The best part of the spectrum for x2-minimisation fitting turns-out to be 4350 :::; 
,,\(A) :::; 5800 for AM CVn, and 4350 :::; ,,\(A) :::; 5100 for CR Boo. In the latter 
case, this excludes the region around ,,\5170, where Patterson et al. (1997) note 
the likelihood of a Fe/Mg-blend feature: use of this region would therefore require 
an extension of the model to include metal opacities. Interestingly, inclusion of 
the interval A < 4350A in the fitting routine yields, for both AM CVn and CR 
Boo, either no solution or the physically unrealistic one M1 > Mch: this may be 
because of insufficient lines in our model spectra or calibration difficulties with 
the observed data. To examine the possibility that a blue spectral contribution 
from the primary could influence the fitting, we included in some model runs a 
contribution to the spectrum from a black-body at the same Tef f as the accretor: 
we found the contribution to be typically less than 10% and therefore negligible. 
4.3.3 Parameters for the Secondary 
The secondaries in helium-rich cataclysmic variables could be degenerate helium 
white dwarfs (Faulkner et al. 1972), non-degenerate helium stars (Savonije et 
al. 1986) or helium-mantle stars with CO cores (Tutukov & Yungelson 1996 -
hereafter TY96). Although predicted birth rates of these three types differ only by 
factors of 2 - 10, current estimates based on binary evolution models suggest that 
the degenerate category will predominate in magnitude-limited samples: predicted 
numbers are typically higher by factors of 103 compared to systems with non-
degenerate helium stars, and typically 105 compared to systems with helium mantle 
stars (TY96). The most promising model for AM CVn systems appears therefore 
to be an IWDB model where the donor is a low-mass helium-degenerate white 
dwarf. However for the sake of completeness, we also consider the possibility that 
the donor may be a semi-degenerate helium star - see Warner (1995) for a review 
and discussion. 
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Assuming a semi-degenerate donor, its mass-radius relationship is (Savonije et 
al. 1986) 
R2 ( M2 )-0.19 
R0 == 0.029 M0 ' ( 4.21) 
Eliminating binary separation a between the expression for orbital period 
}
1/2 a3q 
Porb = 27!" { GM2(1 + q) ' ( 4.22) 
and the approximate expression when q < 0.8 for the donor's Roche lobe radius 
(Paczyriski 1971) 
1/3 
RL2 = 0.462a C !q) ' ( 4.23) 
we find 
(0.462)
3 
G M2P':rb· R3 - 2 
2L - 47r ( 4.24) 
Therefore, in the mass-transfer situation when R2 == RL2 , we find from (4.24) and 
( 4.21) that 
M2 
M0 ( 
0.029R8 ) 1.
91 
( 41r2 ) o.64 
0.462M~ GP}rb = 629.0P;,:t 27 (s), ( 4.25) 
which gives M2 == 0.0921M8 and M2 == 0.058M8 for AM CVn and CR Boo respec-
tively. 
On the other hand, if we assume a fully-degenerate secondary, then as previously 
noted 
~
2 
== 0.013 ~ 2 R (M )-1/3 
R0 M0 ' 
( 4.26) 
and, following the same procedure as above, we find that M2 == 0.046M8 for AM 
CV n and M2 == 0.032M8 for CR Boo. In our models we assume fully-degenerate 
mass values for the donor but discuss, towards the end of the paper, the ramifica-
tions of varying this assumption. 
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4.3.4 Range Limits for the Accretion Disc 
We have assumed in all our calculations that the disc extends to the surface of the 
white dwarf accretor, i.e., Rin == R1 . As we adopt M1 as the main free-parameter 
in the model we find R1 , and hence Rout, from ( 4.2), i.e., 
Rout= 7.79 X 108 { (~~)-
2
/
3 
_ (~~) 2/3} 1/2 ( 4.27) 
An upper limit for Rout is clearly the accretor's Roche lobe radius RLi which 
(Eggleton 1983) is well-approximated for all q by 
R - 0.49q-2f3a 
Ll - 0.6q-2/3 + ln(l + q-1/3) ( 4.28) 
or, using (4.22), by 
_ 0.49q- 1 { GM2 (1 + q) P 2 } 1/ 3 R L l - " ,._ ..., 1? • , 1-, • , 1? \ 41r 2 orb ( 4.29) 
We have estimates of M2 from above and know Porb from observations so, with M1 
as the main free-parameter, we may find RLi and hence an upper limit for Rout· 
More refined estimates of Rout are discussed next in the context of setting a range 
grid for solving the disc-structure equations. 
4.3.5 Setting the Model Grid 
Given viscosity parameter a, disc structure - and thus the emergent spectrum 
- may be calculated once Rout, M, M1 , r and i are specified. To do this, for 
a given value of Rout, we form the four parameter grid: 0.5 S (Mi/M8 ) ::; 1.4, 
2 S log r S 4, 16.5 S log M(gs-1 ) S 18.0 and 15° s i s 75°. Then, aided by the 
x2-minimisation technique, we use this grid to seek those parameters generating 
model spectra which best fit the observed spectra of AM CVn and CR Boo. 
Note that Rout is not used as a grid parameter: this is because the concomitant 
increase in computing time is not warranted by increased precision in comparison 
with simple models of disc size. The above analysis showing that Rout ::; RLi is one 
such simple model, while the tidal radius concept (Frank et al. 1992) suggesting 
that Rout == 09RLi is a related one. Yet another arises by considering streamlines at 
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the outer edge of a close binary accretion disc - where disc pressure and viscosity 
are very small - as simple periodic orbits in the restricted three-body problem. 
Paczyriski (1977) found in these circumstances that the maximum radius of the 
last stable orbit 
Rst == rmaxa ( 4.30) 
for tabulated rmax == rmax(q). For all q corresponding to stellar masses of interest 
here - i.e., 0.5 :S (Mi/ M8 ) :S 1.3 and 0.03 :S (M2/ M8 ) :S 0.1 - the tables show 
that rmax == 0.48 to within 1 %. So, using ( 4.28), a lower limit for Rout is 
Rst == 0.98{0.6 + q2/ 3 ln(l + q-l/3)}RL1 , ( 4.31) 
in which case, for the q values of interest here, 0.71 :S (Rst/ RL 1 ) :S 0.92. Hence 
Rst :S Rout :S RL 1 and accordingly, when using the model, we construct two range 
grids; one with Rout == RLl and the other with Rout == Rst· While best fits from 
these two grids are not greatly different, indications are that Rout is in fact closer 
to RLl, and that is the value we use to present spectral fits. 
Note also that, because RL 1 from ( 4.28) is not very sensitive to changes in q 
for typical AM CVn system configurations and hence - from (4.31) - neither 
is Rst, our model results for AM CVn systems are relatively insensitive to q. In 
particular, changing from fully to semi-degenerate values for M2 does not greatly 
change predicted disc spectra. 
As a practical compromise between model accuracy and computing time we 
divide the disc into 10 equally-spaced elemental rings. To demonstrate the reason-
ableness of this compromise, Fig. 4.3 shows spectra for an accretion disc which have 
been calculated with 10, 20 and 30 elemental rings: the difference in half-maximum 
line widths for )A471 between a 10-ring and 30-ring disc is less than 0.1 %. 
As a further measure to economise on computing resources, all discs are initially 
constructed with Rout == 1.3 x 1010 cm - larger than any disc anticipated for either 
AM CVn or CR Boo. Then, for each M1 point in the grid, this large disc is cut-
down in size to the appropriate Rout == Rst or RLl, both of which depend on q. In 
other words, for given M, M1 , r and i, we use the same Rout== 1.3 x 1010 cm disc 
to construct discs with various Rout :S 1.3 x 1010 cm. 
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Figure 4.3: Disc spectra with Rout== 1.3 X 1010 cm, log M(gs- 1 ) == 16.5, M1 == 1M8 , 
r == 103 and i == 15°. Upper to lower: 30, 20 and 10 elemental rings 
4.4 Results 
To help understand the x2-minimisation fitting results presented later in this Sec-
tion , we first examine whether the v 1!3 spectrum common in accretion discs - e.g. , 
\i\Tade 1984 - is expected in AM CVn systems. This is followed by an investiga-
tion of the influence of parameters Rout, M, M1 , r and i on the continuum energy 
distribution and line profiles for radiation emitted by accretion discs. 
4.4.1 The General Shape of the Spectrum 
In an optically-thick accretion disc, one can approximate the flux from an elemental 
ring at radius R by that of a black body with effective temperature given by (4.1), 
and so - see Frank et al. 1992 - the total disc flux is 
41r hv3 cos i r Rout RdR 
Fv == c2 JR1 exp(hv/kTeJ J) - l' ( 4.32) 
where h is Planck 's constant. Note that the flux is independent of a, which is 
characteristic of optically-thick discs in a steady-state. For small frequencies -
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Figure 4.4: The continuum flux Fv of a disc radiating as a black body (solid line) 
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v « kT0 ut/ h - we have the Rayleigh-Jeans behaviour Fv ex v2, while for large 
frequencies - v » kT0 ut/ h - we have the Wien form Fv ex v2 exp ( -hv / kTeJ J). 
Moreover if Rout » R1 , the limits of the integral in ( 4.32) tend to O and oo, and 
( 4.1) tends to 
T 4 _ 3 (GM1M) eff - --81rcr R3 , ( 4.33) 
in which case Fv ex v 113 • 
Fig. 4.4 shows the emergent flux from accretion discs of different size which are 
emitting as black bodies; spectra proportional to v2 and v1/ 3 are superimposed. 
That part of the spectrum proportional to v 1!3 is clearly not very extensive, and 
it becomes smaller as Rout decreases from 1012 to 1011 cm - i.e., as Tout increases. 
For this reason we do not expect the model spectra to have the v 1!3 form for 
Rout rv 109 cm, which is a typical AM CVn accretion disc size. 
We would also expect departures from the black-body spectrum to be more 
evident in disc regions where the grey conditions assumed in the model clearly do 
not hold. For example, Fig. 4.5a shows the optical spectrum of a ring at 2.9 x 109 cm 
superimposed on a black-body spectrum of the same effective temperature as the 
ring, Tei 1 == 2.85 x 104 K; the fit between the two is good. However, Fig. 4.5b 
shows the spectrum for a ring at R == 8.6 x 109 cm where Tef J == 1.35 x 104 K, and 
it is clear that the corresponding black-body spectrum does not match the model 
spectrum nearly as well. This is not surprising considering the non-grey nature of 
the opacities - e.g., HeI continuum jumps - in the cooler region. 
4.4.2 Effects of Disc Parameters on the Spectra 
In this Section we investigate the effects that the parameters Rout, M, M1 , r and 
i have on disc spectra. 
Disc Size Rout 
Fig. 4.6 shows spectra for discs with Rout == 1.3 x 1010 cm and 6.3 x 109 cm. In 
general, if all other parameters are held constant, line profiles become deeper and 
narrower with increasing disc radius. This is expected, because contributions to 
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spectral lines come predominantly from the cooler outer disc rings - with their 
larger surface area - where lines are less affected by Stark-broadening and thus 
have sharper features. 
Mass-Transfer Rate M 
Fig. 4. 7 shows spectra for an accretion disc at three different mass-transfer rates 
log M ( gs-1 ) == 17, 17 .5 and 18. The increase in Tef 1 with increasing M steepens 
the slope of the blue continuum and deepens the lines while Tef J is less than the 
peak ionisation temperature for Rel. At higher values of M, Rel is fully-ionised 
and this effect is reversed. 
Accretor Mass M1 
Fig. 4.8 shows that , as expected from ( 4.1 ) , the effect of increasing gravity as M1 
increases is similar to that of M noted above; i.e. , the continuum slope and line 
depths increase with increasing M1 . But, as M1 ex R:13 , the M1-effect is even more 
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pronounced because the (Ri/ R) 1!2 term in (4.1) - although small - decreases as 
M1 increases. In addition, both pressure and rotational line broadening ( for i # 0°) 
increase with M1 . 
Hydrogen-to-Helium Number Ratio r 
Although r is clearly important in determining the strengths and shapes of spectral 
lines (indeed we use it as a key fitting-parameter), its effects may be masked by 
other factors. For instance, a weak but not negligible H13 line may not be observed 
in an inclined disc because of the sin i-dependence of Doppler-broadening. Again, 
a particular r might give a significant H13 contribution from the middle of a disc 
but not, because of the different fractional ionisations, from the inner (hotter) and 
outer (colder) regions. An absence of observed H13 may then be due to either lack 
of hydrogen, or masking of lines emitted from the middle by the continuum from 
elsewhere in the disc. 
The spectral influence of r is strongly-dependent on Tef f - and hence M -
as is shown in Fig. 4.9. Fig. 4.9a shows spectra from two discs differing only in 
that r == 102 for the upper one and 103 for the lower: the H13 line, clearly visible 
with r == 102, almost disappears for r == 103 . The disc configuration for Fig. 
4.9b is similar except for a higher mass-transfer rate: with almost total hydrogen 
ionisation, the H13 line disappears even when r == 102 • 
Inclination Angle i 
Fig. 4.10 shows the effect of varying inclination angle on the emergent spectrum 
from an accretion disc. Because of the sin i-dependence of Doppler effects: 
• the double-peaked feature of Doppler-broadened lines is clear for i == 45° but 
not for i == 15°, and 
• the H13 line for i == 45° is relatively weak compared to i == 15°. 
The enhanced total flux from the disc when i == 15° arises primarily because the 
projected surface area of the disc seen by the observer depends on cos i. 
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4.4.3 Models of Best Fit for AM CVn 
In Figs 4.11 and 4.12 we present confidence contours from the x2-fitting for AM 
CVn with R out = Rst and R Ll . Best-fit parameters , with one standard deviat ion 
error estimates , are: 
• R out = Rst gives M1 = 0. 77 M0 ±0.ll , log M (gs-1) = 17.0±0.2, i = 46.0°±2.6 
and log r > 2.5 ; while 
• R out = RLl gives M1 = 0.90M0 ±0.2, log M (gs-1) = 17.1 ±0.2, i = 43. 7° ±3.5 
and log r > 2.4. 
Averaged values are M1 = 0.84M8 , log(M (gs- 1 ) = 17.0 and i = 44.9°. The 
value for M1 is near the 0.65M8 peak value of the distribution of primary masses 
predicted for AM CV n systems in TY96. 
The difference in fit between the two cases is not great , although an increase 
in M1 with increasing R out is evident. This may be explained by two competing 
effect s noted earlier: 
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Table 4.2: Mean colours for AM CVn and CR Boo 
mean colour observed predicted 
AM CVn 
B-V -0.074 -0.073 
U-B -0.955 -0.966 
CR Boo 
B-V -0.050 -0.072 
U-B -0.972 -0.966 
• the deepening and narrowing of line profiles with increasing Rout, and 
• the increase in both pressure and rotational line broadening ( for i # 0°) with 
increasing M1. 
Therefore, when fitting a particular observed line profile, a larger Rout needs an 
increase in M1 to compensate for the narrow-line contribution from the outer disc 
regions. So more precise estimates of M1 - and to a lesser extent the other disc 
parameters too - are dependent on more accurate estimation of Rout, including 
possible orbital-eccentricity effects. Nevertheless, we believe that parameter esti-
mates based on Rst and RL 1 give reasonable lower and upper limits respectively. 
Another interaction shown in the results is a correlation between M and M1 , ev-
ident from the sloping M1 - M confidence contours. Equation ( 4.1) shows that 
this correlation arises because, for fixed Tef f at disc radius R, an increase in M1 
requires a corresponding decrease in M. 
We choose Rout == RLl to present final fitting results. Fig. 4.13a shows that 
part of the observed spectrum where x2-minimisation is applied, on which is su-
perimposed the best-fit model spectrum when Rout == RLl. Fig. 4.13b shows the 
same best-fit model spectrum superimposed on the full observed spectrum. Using 
( 4.20), these results indicate that the distanced of AM CVn from the Earth lies in 
the interval 338-495 pc. Mean colours B-V and U-B from observed and predicted 
data for AM CVn are compared in the upper part of Table 4.2: despite a possible 
bias caused by the 3550 :S A :S 6150 bandpass for observed data, there is less than 
1.5% difference between corresponding values. 
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4.4.4 Models of Best Fit for CR Boo 
In Figs 4.14 and 4.15 we present confidence contours from the x2-fitting for CR 
Boo with Rout == Rst and RL 1 • Best-fit parameters , with one standard deviation 
error estimates , are: 
• Rout == Rst gives M1 
44.6° ± 3.2; while 
• R out == RL1 gives M1 
43.0° ± 3.2. 
0.98M0 ± 0.1 , log M(gs-1) 
l.OM0 ± 0.1 , log M(gs-1) 
16.8 ± 0.3 and i 
1 7. 0 ± 0. 2 and i 
Averaged values are M1 == 0.99M8 , logM(gs-1) == 16.9 and i == 43.8°. Again the 
value for M1 is near the 0.65M8 peak value of the distribution of primary masses 
predicted for AM CVn systems in TY96. 
Unfortunately it is not possible to find a lower limit for r , as indicated by the 
open i - r confidence contours. This is because adverse signal-to-noise levels in 
the CR Boo data make it difficult to accurately measure H13 line widths. And this 
inherent data limitation means that the computing-time cost of extending the r 
grid below 102 is not warranted. In any case, additional fitting based on metal 
lines may be needed for more accurate constraints on r , which requires extension 
of the model to include metal opacities. 
Once again, difference in fit between the two cases are not great . Indeed, in 
comparison with the AM CVn fitting , while similar interaction effects between CR 
Boo disc parameters are seen, they are not nearly as significant. Using R out == 
RL 1 to present final fitting results , Fig. 4.16a shows that part of the observed 
spectrum where x2-minimisation is applied, on which is superimposed the best-
fit model spectrum when Rout == RLl. Fig. 4.16b shows the same best-fit model 
spectrum superimposed on the full observed spectrum. Note the crude fitting of 
the continuum around the Fe/Mg-blend feature near A5170 , which- as mentioned 
earlier - is not within the spectral interval used for x2-minimisation. 
Using ( 4.20) , these results indicate that the distance d of CR Boo from the 
Earth lies in the interval 191 - 221 pc. Mean colours B-V and U-B from observed 
and predicted data for CR Boo are compared in the lower part of Table 4.2: note 
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that there is a possible bias caused by the 3450 :::; ,\ :::; 6450 bandpass for observed 
data. The difference between predicted and observed mean colours is less than 1 % 
for U-B but, probably because the Fe/Mg-blend feature is lacking in our model, is 
about 44% for B-V. Nevertheless, our estimates of mean colours for CR Boo are 
well within those of Wood et al. (1987). Furthermore, our results are consistent 
with observational data (Warner 1995) suggesting that mean colours for CR Boo 
in a high state are similar to those of AM CV n. 
4.5 Discussion and Conclusions 
It is widely believed (Warner 1995) that AM CVn systems are cataclysmic variables 
at a late evolutionary stage. A plausible scenario (TY96) has them originating as 
high-mass wide binaries which evolve through two common envelope stages, leaving 
components which are remnant cores from evolved stars. The present accretor's 
progenitor would have been initially the more massive, typically leaving a C-0 
white dwarf after ejection of the first common envelope. The less massive - and 
hence less evolved - progenitor of the present donor enters the second common 
envelope stage with a helium-rich core. They emerge from the second common en-
velope stage as a short-period binary and, when orbital angular momentum losses 
from gravitational radiation bring them close enough for the present donor to expe-
rience Roche lobe overflow, mass transfer at rate M through a helium-rich accretion 
disc commences. 
During this latter quasi-stable mass-transfer phase, assuming mass conservation 
but orbital angular momentum losses from gravitational radiation, the donor's 
mean mass-loss rate M2 is related to the orbital period Porb by (Warner 1995) 
Af 2 == 8 X 1017 q2 (~ + ~ad _ )-l ( M1 ) 8 / 3 ( Porb )-3/ 3 
/-1 ' \1/? 6 q - -2 M0 1hr 
where, for entropy S 
81n R2 I 
lad= 3lnM2 s 
gs-1 ( 4.34) 
( 4.35) 
is the donor's adiabatic radius-mass coefficient. If the accretion disc is in a stable 
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thermal regime then we expect M2 ~ M but if, on the other hand, it is in an 
unstable regime then we expect 
• M2 < M if the system is in a low state, and 
• M2 > M if it is in a high state. 
We now consider whether our results are consistent with this general picture 
and, in particular whether the results 
• support the thermal disc-instability explanation of the brightness variations 
observed in CR Boo but not in AM CVn, and 
• throw any light on the level of degeneracy in the helium-rich binary compo-
nent. 
4.5.1 Thermal Stability of the Best-Fit AM CVn Disc 
For the purposes of studying disc stability we take the average of relevant best-fit 
parameters from Section 4.4.3 for the AM CVn model. The mean value M1 == 
0.84M8 and we know that Porb == 1028. 7 s, so with the fully-degenerate donor 
mass M2 == 0.046M8 and ~ad == -1/3 from Section 4.3.3 we find log M2(gs- 1 ) == 
16.8. As this is approximately the same as the average disc mass-transfer rate 
log M( gs-1 ) == 17.0, our results are consistent with the observed stable behaviour 
of AM CVn. 
If we assume a semi-degenerate donor mass M2 == 0.092M8 with ~ad == -0.19 
then log M2(gs- 1 ) == 17.4. As this is a factor of 2.5 greater than the average disc 
mass-transfer rate from modelling, a semi-degenerate donor seems inconsistent with 
the observed stable behaviour of AM CV n. Further supportive evidence for a fully-
degenerate donor in AM CVn comes from the detectable upper limit 50 km/s on 
K 1 noted by PHS. Using averaged best-fit values for AM CVn parameters, we find 
that K 1 == 32 km/ s with the fully-degenerate donor and 62 km/ s with the semi-
degenerate one: so a fully-degenerate donor seems more plausible on these grounds 
too. 
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If the above arguments about thermal stability of the best-fit AM CVn model 
hold, then we should be able to find an Rout within the allowable Rst ~ Rout ~ RL1 
interval for which the whole best-fit disc is thermally_ stable. In fact using the 
average best-fit parameters, Rout== 8.7 x 109 cm - which is within the 7.1 x 109 ~ 
Rout( cm) ~ 9.2 x 109 allowable range - generates an S-curve which places AM 
CV n just on the stable branch. This is shown in Fig. 4.17, where it is clear that 
the upper turning-point occurs at log M( gs-1 ) == 17.0, and any part of the disc 
inside this radius will also be stable at that mass-transfer rate. Hence our best-fit 
parameters are able to give disc models for AM CVn that are thermally stable, 
which is in accord with observations. 
4.5.2 Thermal Stability of the Best-Fit CR Boo Disc 
For CR Boo, the mean value M1 == 0.99M0 and we know that Porb == 1471 s, 
so with the fully-degenerate donor mass M2 == 0.032M0 and tad == -1/3 we find 
log M2 (gs- 1 ) == 16.1. As this is considerably less than the average disc mass-
transfer rate log M( gs- 1 ) == 16.9, our results are consistent with CR Boo being in 
the instability regime but in a high state. 
If we assume a semi-degenerate donor mass M2 == 0.058M0 with tad == -0.19, 
then log M2 (gs- 1 ) == 16.7. As this is also considerably less than the average disc 
mass-transfer rate from modelling, a semi-degenerate donor is also consistent with 
the observed unstable behaviour of CR Boo. The predicted value of K 1 for CR Boo 
using averaged best-fit parameters are 18 km/s for a fully-degenerate donor and 
32 km/ s for the fully-degenerate donor. Both values are too small to be detectable 
at present, so no conclusion may be drawn from them about the nature of the 
secondary in CR Boo. 
If the best-fit CR Boo model is in the instability regime as suggested above, 
then we should be able to find a best-fit disc satisfying Rst ~ Rout ~ RLI, within 
which there is a region where M2 lies on the unstable branch of the S-curve but 
M lies on the hot branch. We find that R == 7.0 x 109 cm - which is within the 
9.4 x 109 ~ Rout( cm) ~ 1.3 x 1010 allowable range - generates an S-curve which 
does just this. This is shown in Fig. 4.18, where the upper turning-point occurs at 
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about log M( gs-1 ) == 16.9, log M2 (gs- 1 ) is on the unstable branch. Any part of the 
disc inside this radius will also be unstable at the average CR Boo mass-transfer 
rate as is also shown in Fig. 4.18 for R == 5 x 109 cm. Hence our best-fit parameters 
are able to give disc models for CR Boo that are thermally unstable, which is in 
accord with observations. 
However , S-curves also depend on r which, in our fitting , has a large error range: 
Fig. 4.19 shows CR Boo S-curves for R == l.O x 1010 cm with log r == 2, 3 and 
4. It is clear that a higher hydrogen content can reduce th.e effective temperature 
of the instability region. The kink in the log r == 2 curve shows that the helium 
instability strip - evident in the log r == 4 case - has almost disappeared. Hence 
the nature of the instability region does not only depend on R, but also on r. 
4.5.3 The Nature of the Secondary 
We have seen from above there is some evidence that the donor in AM CV n is fully-
degenerate, although there is no such evidence for CR Boo. A possible source of 
independent information on the mass - and therefore degeneracy status - of the 
donor in AM CVn systems comes from tidal resonance models of the superhump 
phenomenon. These models predict a beat period A arising between superhump 
period Ps and orbital period Porb, where 
1 1 1 
Pb == Porb - Ps . ( 4.36) 
There is strong evidence for the tidal resonance model , both from photometric 
and spectroscopic analysis, in hydrogen-rich cataclysmic variables with superhumps 
such as OY Car, HT Cas and Z Cha (PHS , Warner 1995). 
Furthermore, if we identify the 1051 s periodicity seen in AM CVn with a 
superhump period, then applying ( 4.36) yields A == 13.36 hrs for the AM CVn 
orbital period Porb == 1028. 7 s. And similarly the hypothesised 1490 s super hump 
period in CR Boo gives A == 32.0 hrs. Now (Warner 1995) the tidal resonance 
model for superhumps leads to the relationship 
A 
Porb 
3.73(1 + q) 
q 
( 4.37) 
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Figure 4.18: S-curves for the best-fit CR Boo model with M1 = 0.99M0 and 
log r = 3. Dashed line: R = 7 x 109 cm. Solid line: R = 5 x 109 cm. 
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Figure 4.19: S-curves for the best-fit CR Boo model with M1 = 0.99M8 at R = · 
1.0 X 1010 cm. Dotted line: log r = 2. Dashed line: log r = 3, Solid line: log r = 4. 
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for low mass ratios q. Hence, for AM CVn we find q == 0.087, which, using our 
average best-fit estimate M1 == 0.84M8 , results in M2 == 0.07 M8 , between our 
estimates of fully and semi-degenerate secondary masses. Similarly for CR Boo 
q == 0.05 which, for M1 == 0.99M8 , gives M2 == 0.05M8 - also between fully and 
semi-degenerate estimates. 
4.5.4 Conclusions 
We conclude that a simple helium-rich disc model may be fitted to observed spectra 
of AM CVn and CR Boo. Resulting mean accretor masses are close to, but some-
what higher than, the 0. 7 - 0.8M8 range predicted by present population synthesis 
studies, while modelled helium-to-hydrogen number density ratios are consistent 
with a helium-degenerate donor surrounded by a helium-rich envelope. 
Predicted disc mass-transfer rates of about 1017 gs- 1 may place the systems in 
the region of potential disc instability. In fact, S-curves calculated for the best-fit 
models are consistent with a thermally-stable disc in AM CVn, and a thermally 
unstable disc in CR Boo. 
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5.1 Introduction 
EC15330-1403 was discovered in the Edinburgh-Cape survey of blue stars and sub-
sequently categorised as an AM CV n system by photometric and spectroscopic 
analysis (O'Donoghue et al. 1994). It is therefore expected to comprise a white 
dwarf accretor with a helium-rich donor (probably either semi or fully-degenerate) 
and accretion disc (Warner 1995). The fundamental period of its rapid brightness 
variations is 1119 s, with only two harmonics: no radial velocity variations were 
detected. 
In this paper we attempt to fit, using a x2-minimisation technique, optical' 
spectra of EC15330-1403 to predicted spectra from a model of the vertical structure 
and emergent flux from thin accretion discs (El-Khoury & Wickramasinghe 1999). 
We present model fits for both phase and averaged spectra of EC15330-1403. 
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Table 5.1: Spectral data for EC15330-1403. First column shows the phase, second 
column the radial velocity V and third column the standard deviation .6. V . 
MJD V .6.V 
982.414484 -22.7980 49.294 
982.416992 5.6549 48.301 
982.419492 -33.9373 59.542 
982.422000 55.0316 56.486 
982.424508 -39.1798 100.532 
982.427010 -37.5153 80.395 
982.429521 8.4646 71.085 
982.432020 29.0098 75.887 
982.434520 -48.6109 58.706 
982.437028 8.9037 61.567 
982.442794 48.8498 57.425 
982.444606 -29.2396 66.985 
982.446411 33.4872 61.076 
982.448215 20.0478 60.836 
982.450019 113.3627 91.627 
982.451824 6.8426 102.536 
982.453630 -38.0421 62.020 
982.455433 -32.6557 93 .007 
982.457239 62.9086 61.953 
982.459045 -13.7138 71.899 
5.2 Spectroscopic Study 
We obtained two consecutive series of spectra on June 18 1998 with Siding Spring 
Observatory's 2.3m telescope and the DBS spectrograph equipped with 300 g/mm 
grating on the blue side and a 316 g/mm grating on the red side - resolution 
of 6 A. The first series for ten spectra was exposed for 3 minutes each and the 
second series of 10 spectra for 2 minutes each. The spectra were flux calibrated 
with standard star Feige 110, and wavelength calibrated with FeAr arcs on the blue 
side and N eAr arcs on the red side. 
The radial velocities shown in Table 5.1 and Fig. 5.1 are obtained by cross-
correlating ( using NOAO IRAF 's fxcor) each spectrum with the averaged spectrum 
used as a template over the wavelength range between .\3500 and .\4500. At the 
spectral resolution , 6 A, the standard deviation, .6. V == 41. 7 km/ s, is consistent 
with no measurable motion - expected velocity accuracy is 45 km/ s. We also esti-
mate the mean colours to be B-V== -0.08 ± 0.1 and U-B== -1.14 ± 0.15. However , 
it is difficult to correct for atmospheric dispersion in the U-band using a narrow 
slit. 
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Figure 5.1: The phase radial velocities shown in Table 5.1 
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5.3 Fitting the Averaged Spectrum 
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Application of our x2-minimisation technique to spectral fitting requires one to 
assume a value for the outer accretion disc radius Rout· As discussed in El-Khoury 
& Wickramasinghe (1999), it is reasonable to assume that Rst :S Rout :S RLl, where 
Rst is the maximum radius of the last stable orbit in the disc (Paczynski 1977) and 
RLl is the Roche lobe radius of the accretor. Indications are that Rout is in fact 
closer to RLl, and that is the value used here to present results. 
Confidence contours from the x2-fitting are shown in Fig. 5.2. Best-fit param-
eters, with one standard deviation error estimates, for the averaged spectrum with 
Rout == RLl are 
• accretor mass M1 == 0.8M8 ± 0.2, 
• disc mass-transfer rate log M(gs-1 ) == 17.6 ± 0.2, and 
• orbital inclination angle i == 29° ± 5. 
Unfortunately it is not possible to estimate, or even find a lower limit for, the 
helium-to-hydrogen number density ratio r, as indicated by the open i - r con-
fidence contours. The results of spectral fitting with the averaged spectrum are 
presented in Fig. 5.3. Fig. 5.3a shows that part of the spectrum where x2-
minimisation is applied, on which is superimposed the best-fit model spectrum 
when Rout == RLi. Fig. 5.3b shows the same best-fit model spectrum superimposed 
on the full observed spectrum. 
It is clear from Fig. 5.3 that the fit is not particularly good. This accounts for 
the problem in estimating r, and suggests that we cannot be as confident about 
these EC15530-1403 results as we are for the AM CVn fit reported in El-Khoury 
& Wickramasinghe (1999) 
Even in the narrower spectral interval of Fig. 5.3a, there is a discrepancy in 
fitting the continuum within 4500 - 4900 A. This is probably because metals are 
presently not incorporated in the model - a similar problem arises with CR Boo 
in El-Khoury & Wickramasinghe (1999). However Fig.5.3b shows a very significant 
discrepancy in the blue fit below 4000 A. Any attempt to remedy this by fitting over 
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Figure 5.2: Confidence contours from x2-fitting of averaged spectrum for EC15330-
1403 with Rout == RL 1 • Inner to outer: 99%, 90% and 66% confidence level. 
a wider wavelength interval only results in improved continuum fits, while modelled 
spectral lines become too shallow to fit those observed, and the M 1 contours cross 
the Chandrasekhar mass limit for white dwarfs. Use of Rout == Rst instead of RLI 
yields no better results. 
5.4 Fitting the Phase Spectra 
By applying the x2-fitting technique to the individual phase spectra obtained, we 
hoped to gain some insights on disc dynamics in EC15530-1403. For example, any 
disc wobbling could manifest itself through changes in the inclination angle i of 
the system; and significant differences in the Rout required for phase-fitting could 
indicate expansion or contraction of the outer disc regions. 
Unfortunately, the phase-fitting results are inconclusive because of insufficient 
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Figure 5.3: Observed averaged spectrum of EC15330-1403 (thin line) superimposed 
on the best-fit spectrum (thick line). Panel (a) shows that part of the spectrum 
where x2-minimisation is applied. Panel (b) shows the full spectrum. 
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Figure 5.4: Confidence contours from x2-fitting of the 982.425408 MJD phase spec-
trum for EC15330-1403 with Rout == RLi· Inner to outer: 99% , 90% and 66% 
confidence level. 
signal-to-noise in the data for this particular task. Typical confidence contours for 
individual phase spectra are very wide and there is considerable overlap between 
them. Fig. 5.4 shows one of the better phase spectra fits ( using the 982.424508 
MJD spectrum); confidence contours for most other phase spectra are even more 
open. 
Hence we are unable to glean any useful information on disc dynamics m 
EC15530-1403 from phase spectra fitting. 
5.5 Conclusion 
We conclude that standard models of thin accretion discs do not correctly predict 
the optical spectrum of EC15330-1403. In particular, there appears to be a con-
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siderable spectral flux contribution from other sources in the region below 4000 A: 
this also manifests itself in the higher value for mean colour U-B== -1.14 that we 
found for EC15330-1403 when compared with -0.955 and -0.966 for AM CVn and 
CR Boo respectively (El-Khoury & Wickramasinghe 1999). 
Some possible candidates for the source of the enhanced blue flux in EC15330-
1403 are the white dwarf accretor, the disc/accretor boundary layer and the bright 
spot where the matter stream from the donor impacts the disc. 
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Appendix A 
Two-Stream Approximation for 
T >> l 
We examine the asymptotic behaviour of our two-stream approximation to show 
that it converges to the diffusion approximation at large optical depths. For an 
outgoing radiation stream J+ , the solution to the radiative transfer equation is 
J+(r) = [" S(t)e-(t--r)/µ,,dt/µ1 
which, with change of variable x == t - T, becomes 
J+(r) = [ 0 S(x + r)e-xfµ,1 dx/µ1. 
Using a Taylor approximation around T 
whose solution is 
100 dS(r) J+ (r) == (S(r) + x--)e-xfµ 1 dx/µ 1 T dT 
dS(r) 
-1+ = S(r) + µ1 ~· 
Similarly, for incoming radiation 
r == S(r) - µ1 dS(r). 
dr 
Consequently for large optical depth T > > l and using B == o-T4 / 1r, we find 
dT fF 
dz - 4µf acT3 · 
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(A.l) 
(A.2) 
(A.3) 
(A.4) 
(A.5) 
(A.6) 
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For the commonly-used two-stream approximation where µ 1 == 1 (Shaviv & Wehrse 
1986) then (A.6) gives 
dT _ _!:!_ 
dz 4acT3 · (A.7) 
However if, as in our model, we take µ 1 1 / v3 then the diffusion equation is 
recovered , i.e., 
dT 3xF 
dz - 4acT3 · (A.8) 
Therefore our two-stream approximation is preferred to the commonly-used version. 
